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1974 PRE-MONSOON NEPAL HIMALAYA 
EXPEDITION 

[From a report by Michael Cheney in Kathmandu 
to "Summit."] 

A Spanish (Basque) Expedition of 16 members 
will attempt Everest by the South Col route. 
Cheney reports this is the first entirely commerci-
ally sponsored Everest Expedition, the sponsor 
being Tximist, a battery storage company. 

Neighboring Lhotse is the goal of a West 
German group of four, but Cheney says, "This 
expedition will probably attempt to find a new 
route from the Barun Khola. It is hardly strong 
enough to climb the mountain!" 

A second Spanish team will attempt Annapurna 
I from northeast of the French Route. However, it 
seems likely that they will also attempt a new 
virgin peak called Annapurna East, 8026 m. 

The Japanese lead the field again in the number 
of expeditions making attempts in the Nepalese 
Himalaya. Attempts will be made on Gangapurna, 
Annapurna South, Peak 29, Manaslu, Kanjiroba, 
Jannu, Yalungkang, Churen Himal and Tukuche 
—nine Japanese Expeditions! Perhaps the most 
unusual of the Japanese Expeditions is the 
all-women attempt on Manaslu by the East Ridge. 
The Peak 29 Expedition includes one American 
and one woman. The Japanese show a reticence in 
making any remarks about their expeditions so 
news other than the required official reports is 
scarce. 

The Austrians will attempt the south face of 
Makalu. Led by Wolf Nairz, the 10-member team 
includes Reinhold Messner. An Italian team of 11 
will attempt Himalchuli by a new unclimbed route 
on the east face. Dhaulagiri IV will be attempted 
via the Barun Khola Valley from the north by a 
British Royal Air Force Team, but it is reported 
that this expedition has grave financial problems. 

Two other British teams will attempt Lamjung 
Himal and Nampa, the first by the British Army 
Mountaineering Association from Hong Kong and 
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the latter from England. The Nampa Expedition 
arrived too late in Kathmandu to make a success-
ful attempt. 

What will likely be the most unfortunate expe-
dition this pre-monsoon period is the Polish 
attempt on Kangbachen. No homework seems to 
have been done, they have very little money, and 
it is possible that they will not even get to base 
camp. The one other expedition in the field is a 
West German team attempting a new route on the 
north face of Annapurna II, led by Peter Bedanar. 

According to Cheney, the most notable feature 
of this year's expeditions is financial problems. 
Compulsory insurance for High Altitude Sherpas 
of $450 per person has added to expedition costs. 

CAMPING ALONG WHITNEY TRAIL 
LIMITED 

The U.S. Forest Service has set a limit of 75 
persons per day for overnight camping along the 
Mt. Whitney Trail in the Sierra. The limitation 
will go into effect Memorial Day and will continue 
through September 30 of this year. The 75 daily 
entry limit for overnight campers will be on a 
"first-come, first-served" reservation basis. 

Use of the popular 10.7 mile long trail to the 
summit of 14,495-foot Mt. Whitney jumped from 
12,800 persons in 1971 to 15,700 in 1973. No limits 
have been set on day hiking in and out along the 
trail. The limit of 75 is keyed to overnight 
campers. 

Reservations for camping along the Mt. 
Whitney Trail may be made by telephone, written 
requests, or a personal visit to the following office: 
U.S. Forest Service, Mt. Whitney Ranger Station, 
P.O. Box 8 (South Highway 395), Lone Pine, Cali-
fornia 93545 (714-876-4660). 
[Editor's Note: A step in the right direction, but 
"no camping" anywhere along the trail would cut 
down on the traffic and make the ascent of Mt. 
Whitney a finer experience.] 

EXPEDITION SEEKS 'LOST WORLD' 
A 12-man scientific team has set off from 

Caracus, Venezuela in search of a "lost world" at 
the bottom of two jungle craters. British climber 
David Nott, who comes from Wales but has lived 
in Venezuela for 12 years, and dentist Charles 
Brewer-Carias are planning to rappel to the 
bottom of one of the craters then pass through a 
subterranean blow-hole which they believe con-
nects it with the other crater, a mile away. 

The scientists believe the craters could harbor 
animals and plant life which have long been ex-
tinct on the earth's surface. The craters—located 
by a pilot during a routine flight in 1964—are on a 
plateau in the southern tip of Venezuela near the 
sources of the rivers Caura, Erebato and Ventauri, 
all tributaries of the Orinoco. 

RUSSIAN CLIMBING CAMP IN PAMIRS 
Following the invitation from the Mountaineer-

ing Federation of the USSR for mountaineering 
groups in the USA to attend the International 
Climbing Camp in the Pamirs this summer (March 
issue of Summit), it has come to light that the 
American Alpine Club received an invitation to 
send only 12 climbers. The AAC invitation was 
received in 1973. The communication to Summit, 
which included the invitation to mountaineering 
groups, information about the Pamirs and 
pictures, was dated January 10, 1974. Apparently 
the Russians changed their minds about limiting 
the American contingent to 12 and used Summit 
.as a communication media to extend the invitation 
to other climbing groups. Since more than 100 
climbers applied to the AAC for the Pamirs Camp, 
it is hoped that this information will clear up why 
the invitation appeared in Summit. 
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Joe Greenough near the end of the first technical pitch on Mt. Sinclair. Photo by C. Lingle. 
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Sixty miles northwest of June 
the eastern shore of Lynn C 
tower-like peaks. Their 6000- 

Jerry Buckley leads on the ridge of Mt. Sinclair. Photo by C. Lingle. 
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and one-half miles of tidewater. Dark granitic walls rise 1500 to 2500 
feet above the heads of steep, hanging valleys. The group is domi-
nated by Mt. Sinclair, a steep, pyramidal peak whose rocky summit 
stands a thousand feet above its neighbors. 

These peaks first caught my attention while 
traveling via ferry from Juneau to Skagway 
during June, 1971. At the time, three companions 
and I were enroute to do several climbs in the 
mountains to the southeast of Skagway. Our 
attention was instantly drawn to the towers of the 
Sinclair group as they became visible from the 
ferry deck. 

Despite being within clear view from the route 
used by the Alaska ferry system, 'Mt. Sinclair is 
rather inaccessible. No roads penetrate the North-
ern Coast Ranges, and long trail systems do not 
exist. Water is essentially the only means of ac-
cess, and distances are great: Haines, the nearest 
community, is about twenty miles away and on 
the opposite side of Lynn Canal. 

Because of these difficulties, I did not consider 
Sinclair further uhtil the spring of 1973, when Joe 
Greenough suggested using his 17-foot Boston 
Whaler, an open motorboat with a planing hull 
and a 75-horsepower outboard, to reach the moun-
tain. We immediately began considering the 
problem of whether a suitable landing site existed 
within reasonable reach of our objective. 

Landing a boat on the shores of Lynn Canal can 
be a challenge. During the winter, north winds 
blowing down the fjord frequently raise seas four-
teen feet high. On occasion the winds exceed hur-
ricane force, and the seas reach twenty-five feet. 
As a result of this enormous wave energy, all of 
the beaches exposed to the north wind are com-
posed of chaotic jumbles of giant boulders, alter-
nating with cliffs: hardly suitable for landing a 
boat, much less winching it up above the high tide 
line. 

Aerial reconnaissance of the area on June 1st 
revealed a small, south-facing cove with a beach 
composed of cobble-sized rocks in precisely the 
right location. The coincidence is fortunate, as this 
cove is literally the only landing place for many 
miles both north and south. Following this we be-
gan the task of buying a fifty-five gallon drum of 
gasoline, a challenge which proved nearly as 
difficult as Sinclair itself. 

Around mid-June Joe Greenough, Jerry Buck- 
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ley and I loaded our packs plus spare gasoline into 
the boat at Auke Bay, a point about ten miles 
northwest of Juneau. It was no-go. The boat 
wouldn't plane; we would have to relay. Jerry 
waited with his pack, plus some of the gasoline, 
while Joe and I made the run to Mt. Sinclair; there 
I waited on the beach while Joe returned to pick 
up Jerry. Fortunately the breeze was slight; 
rough water would have made it impossible to 
plane the boat. We used a two-ton hand winch, 
plus wet driftwood beneath the hull, to haul the 
boat up the beach and onto the logs above the 
high tide line. This strenuous task took over five 
hours, and became possible only when we wrestled 
all the gasoline out of the boat and packed it up 
the beach. 

After crashing through scrub vegetation behind 
the beach, we located an immense boulder with an 
overhanging face sufficient to shelter us from the 
rain. In the middle of the night we sat bolt upright 
in our sleeping bags, awakened by the faint but 
definite sound of heavy breathing. It appeared to 
be all around us. A giant bear, perhaps, in the 
trees nearby? Eventually we realized that whales 
had surfaced and were breathing just off the 
beach. The boulder's overhanging face was acting 
as a parabolic reflector, and we were sleeping at 
the focal point. 

Next morning we hoisted our packs, and spent 
the day fighting strenuous brush for 2300 vertical 
feet up to a ridge crest. Our planned approach was 
to follow this ridge southeast for about one mile, 
parallel to one of the two steep, hanging valleys 
which descend on the western side of Mt. Sinclair. 
From there we would follow a descending contour 
into the head of the valley, where we would be be-
neath Sinclair's southwest face. Study of maps 
and photos had convinced us that a feasible route 
existed on this side of the mountain. Any other 
route, in fact, would be a major high-angle rock 
climb: Sinclair is vertical on all sides but the 
southwest. 

On the ridge crest, we relaxed in the alpine 
meadows which were just beginning to appear 
from beneath the snow and enjoyed the views of 
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spectacular towers and spires to the east, and 
salt-water channels and islands to the west. We 
camped next to a tarn of water. 

The next morning brought heavy rain and 
dense, swirling fog. Visibility was nil. We waited 
until about 4 p.m., then spent several hours tra-
versing the ridge crest up and into a cirque which 
is located to the south of Sinclair, and surrounded 
by 6000-foot peaks. Shortly after arriving we heard 
the faint sound of an engine: a tiny airplane ap-
peared high above, and began circling Sinclair. It 
was Ralph Swede11. Ralph is a bush pilot; he owns 
his own airplane. He circled the area for some 
time, then spotted us when we spread our orange 
tent on the snow. He flew out over Lynn Canal to 
lose altitude, crested in over the ridge, banked 
sharply to avoid the gigantic cirque walls, then 
buzzed us at about seventy-five feet. Following 
that he repeated the maneuver, then cut back his 
engine and opened the airplane door as he passed 
overhead. A great shout boomed down from 
above: "Beer tomorrow!" 

The next day dawned crystal clear. We put to-
gether forty-pound packs for a light high camp, 
dropped seven hundred feet out of the cirque into 
the valley which heads on the southwest side of 
Sinclair (the mountain towers 5000 feet above the 
valley head), and began the long climb to a high 
camp. As we belayed through a rotten band of 
rock it clouded up and began to snow; above we 
post-holed to our knees in steep snow. At 3 p.m. 
we reached a level point of snow about 1700 feet 
below the summit. The clouds began to part as we 
pitched the tent. Simultaneously, the sound of an 
engine drifted up from below. 

It was an exercise in comprehension of scale. 
Thousands of feet below, Ralph's minute, gnat-like 
airplane was silhouetted against an incredible 
back-drop of immense mountain walls as he circled 
in over our previous days' camp. Finally he rea-
lized where we were, and circled out over Lynn 
Canal to gain altitude. He reappeared from the 
northwest, cleared a knife-edged ridge, buzzed our 
shoulder of snow and banked out over the void. On 
the second pass a box fell from the plane and 
bounced in the snow, virtually at our feet. Two 
six-packs of beer, airfreight. I've never tasted 
better. Shortly thereafter it again clouded up; 
visibility was reduced to zero. Ralph's timing was 
perfect. We lay back in our tent, sipping beer. 

The next morning dawned clear once again; the 
mountain above was sheathed in new snow. We 
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roped and ascended to a sharp snow col immedi-
ately to the south of Sinclair's summit, breaking 
through to our knees as the light crust gave way 
beneath us. Once at the base of the south ridge, a 
rope's length of scrambling brought us to the start 
of the difficulties. A 5.3 pitch on relatively sound 
rock was followed by a pitch of about 5.2 diffi-
culty; a left traverse then led to mixed snow and 
rock climbing. On the upper ridge the angle 
decreased; class four climbing along the shattered 
and unstable crest took us to the summit snow-
field. We admired impressive views of Lynn Canal, 
Davis Glacier and the Chilkat Range to the west, 
and the Juneau Icefield to the east, before con-
structing a cairn and descending the way we had 
come. 

The following morning brought heavy clouds 
and driving rain. We packed our high camp, in-
cluding the flattened beer cans, burned the 
drop-box and down-climbed the lower southwest 
side of Sinclair. Moderate weather the next day 
permitted descent to the beach without getting 
soaked in the brush and timber, where we com-
menced the strenuous task of winching the boat 
back down the beach. Five hours later it was 
re-floated by the tide. Our luck with the weather 
held; Lynn Canal was smooth enough to permit 
planing. Lighter packs and a decreased load of 
gasoline permitted a return to Juneau without the 
necessity of relaying. LI 



all-Woman 

Beverly Johnson 
on top of El Capitan after 
the ascent of the 
Triple Direct Route. 

The Great Roof Pitch. 



etim6 of el eapitan 

By Sib ylle Hechtel 

It is astonishing, considering the steady increase 
of female climbers in the Valley and elsewhere, 
that there have been so few female ascents of the 
big walls in Yosemite. It is certainly not due to 
lack of competence in climbing or leading: a num-
ber of women lead climbs at the 5.9 level and a few 
lead 5.10. Nor does the absence of an engineer-
ing/tool-oriented upbringing seem to prevent 
women from learning to nail: This past September 
a woman led the notorious 3rd pitch of the North 
American Wall, generally considered the hardest 
pitch on the climb. 

Thus I wondered why it had not been done be-
fore when I went up with Bev Johnson last 
September to do an all-woman ascent of El 
Capitan. I didn't wonder long. After the first pitch 
the answer was obvious: hauling. If one considers 
that Ellie Hawkins, a woman climber, weighs all of 
102 pounds, it becomes quite clear why there are  

not more female ascents of El Capitan. Perhaps 
the solution is three-woman teams: one to clean 
the pitch while two battle the haulbag. By evening 
of our first day, many of the misconceptions I had 
suffered from were clearing up. Contrary to 
expectations, one takes ensolite pads not to sleep 
in comfort, but to insure the water bottles a pleas-
ant night. (Since getting our pads meant 
unpacking the entire sack, we usually left them in-
side.) 

HISTORY 

Compared to previous years, 1973 saw a verit-
able explosion of women on walls. Earlier ascents 
are fairly well covered by Robbins in Mountain 
#25, 1973. In summation, several Grade V climbs 
were done by mixed teams, including the 
Chouinard-Herbert and Salathe-Steck on Sentinel 
Rock, the south face of Washington Column, and 
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the Leaning Tower. None were done by women 
alone and the only Grade VI climbs done by 
women were the northwest face of Half Dome and 
the west face of Sentinel. 

Last year's explosion was set off by Bev John-
son's solo ascent of the south face of the Column, 
in my mind the most impressive thing done this 
last year. Annie Rizzi and I repeated her ascent a 
few weeks later in a venture singular only for its 
length and the number of jokes it occasioned. Al-
though this is the first time two women climbed a 
wall, Bev's solo ascent luckily removed from us 
the onus of proving anything about the abilities of 
women, a task we were hardly prepared for. 

Neither of us had climbed in eight months, 
being students; and my entire preparation 
consisted of having nailed three pitches several 
years ago. Annie was somewhat better prepared, 
having done the Chouinard-Herbert on Sentinel 
the previous fall, yet as I look back I'm only 
amazed we made it at all. It turned into somewhat 
of an epic, complete with running out of water and 
hanging bivvies since we didn't quite make the 
ledges. Daily thundershowers helped augment our 
water supply, especially the last night. However, 
neither of us learned our lesson, and Annie went 
on to climb Half Dome via the regular route in 
June. 

About the same time, Bev Johnson climbed the 
Nose on El Capitan with Dan Asay, which consti-
tutes the first successful completion of an El 
Capitan route by a woman sharing the leading. 
This ascent took four and a half days and was 
preceded by an earlier unsuccessful attempt in 
which Bev and Russ McClean were forced to re-
treat from El Capitan towers by stormy weather. 
Two more female ascents followed in quick succes-
sion. In September, Ellie Hawkins climbed the 
North American Wall with her husband Bruce and 
an Englishman, Keith. Previously, she and Bruce 
had climbed the Prow and the Rostrum, both of 
which have some very strenuous and difficult nail-
ing. About a week later, Bev and I began our 
ascent of the Triple Direct on El Capitan. Previ-
ously, Roy Naase and I had climbed the Leaning 
Tower in the hope of increasing the speed of my 
nailing and my proficiency on overhanging walls. 
When I got down from that, Bev said, "Well, I've 
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thought about how long it'll take us and Friday is 
the last day we should start up." 

FRIDAY 

No big walls get started on time. Having sorted 
our hardware Friday morning, we were madly rac-
ing about borrowing baby angles and Chouinard 
cliff hooks. Saturday we carried as many water 
bottles as we'd been able to borrow or steal to the 
base and began fixing pitches. To our consterna-
tion and my unvoiced relief, it rained that night. 
Since storms were predicted, we continued fixing 
pitches, finally managing to fix four in the course 
of three days. At this point, Bev increased our 
water allotment from 51/2  to 63/4  gallons and we set 
our alarms for 5:30 a.m. Tuesday. 

Our first few pitches went fairly fast with one 
exception: we couldn't haul the sack. The solution 
of waiting until the second finished cleaning and 
hauling together was also less than ideal—aside 
from being time consuming it meant if the sack 
was stuck, one of us had to rappel down, free the 
sack and jumar back up. I've got to give Bev 
credit for engineering some very original haul 
set-ups to finally get that sack up. We hoped to 
make Mammoth Terrace (top of 10th) for our first 
night, but hauling soon cured us of that delusion. 
Instead, by the aid of a headlamp, we finally 
arrived at the Half Dollar (top of 8th) where we 
spent a very comfortable night. 

I auspiciously began the second day by getting 
lost, knocking down a large block with the haul 
line, and getting the sack stuck. Otherwise the two 
pitches to Mammoth Terrace were fairly pleasant 
and straightforward. Once there, we were on our 
own regarding route finding since we only had a 
description of the Salathe Wall which goes down 
and left at this juncture while the Direct continues 
up the Muir Wall. Bev took advantage of this 
great opportunity a pitch later by getting lost. 
Still undaunted, we spent our most comfortable 
night there, on Block Ledge. The bivvies are the 
most beautiful I've had in the Valley. The experi-
ence of being part way up El Capitan and looking 
up night after night to see vast cliffs towering 
above us, the awesome summit overhangs stark 
silhouettes in the night, is an unforgettable one. 
Although exhausted, we spent hours looking at 
stars bright in the moonless sky, watching the 
moon sink soon after the sun and gazing around at 



the expanse of white rock extending forever to 
both sides, curving outward below to embrace the 
earth. 

The next morning we finally solved our hauling 
problem by deciding it wouldn't rain and using 
windpants and sweaters to wrap up some extra 
hardware (including six out of eight of our 3/4 
angles—we each threw in three thinking we could 
easily do the climb with five) and throwing it over 
the edge in a stuff sack. During the next three 
pitches we asked each other, "Are the standard 
angles on the spare iron rack?" 

"No, they must be in the haul bag." 
"Are you sure they're not in the day pack?" Af-

ter a thorough search the next day, we finally 
realized what must have been their fate. 

Continuing up several pitches of corners, we ar-
rived at the Bolt Ladder which starts the three 
pitches of traversing onto Camp 4. I found this 
one of the more spectacular pitches: after a day in 
huge corners, one traverses straight out for about 
twenty feet. The blast of air which hit me once I  

rounded the corner was no equal for the vastness 
of the view which opened up in front. For the first 
time we could see what lay ahead and look down at 
the toe of El Capitan spreading below us. Our fifth 
day we rounded the Great Roof and spent the 
night on Camp 5, where the closeness of the sum-
mit increased our impatience to be off. Knowing 
we couldn't make it in a day, we nevertheless 
passed by Camp 6 and spent the night in slings 
three pitches below the top, where a friend met us 
the next day with food, water, and a willing back 
to help carry down our gear. 

When I visited the Valley later, Bev was half-
way up El Capitan on a new route, less than two 
weeks after we got down. I'd like to be there, too. 
Unlike many of my friends, I don't want to give 
up walls because they involve too much work and 
hassle. I don't want to give up aid climbing now 
that I've "done a big wall" and turn to free climb-
ing. I'd like to go back and climb El Capitan 
again, by some other route, because it's the most 
beautiful place I've ever been. 

"GUESS WHAT WE GIRLS DID TODAY?" 
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THE AMERICAN ALPINE CLUB GUIDE CERTIF 

The final revision of the American Alpine Club Guide 
Certification Program is the result of several hundred 
hours of effort by dozens of mountaineers who were in-
terested in having a tough, but not impossible, program 
available for the American guiding profession. Many of 
you, too, have helped in various ways to develop this pro-
gram into a meaningful and worthwhile service for both 
professionals and the public. 

The following procedures are delineated to assist you in 
expediting your eventual certification: 

Program. Review and decide the classification you 
wish to qualify for and send your $25.00 check to the 
Club office with a request for the application form. 
Application. Complete form and return to the Com-
mittee Chairman or Club office for processing. Be cer-
tain all data necessary for your particular classifica-
tion is attached and have a notary public acknowledge 
your signature. 
Field Testing. Upon acceptance of your application by 
the Certification Committee, and payment of 
approximately $100.00 for field testing costs, you will 
be asked to attend a field testing program for ap-
praisal of your: (a) judgment, (b) teaching ability, and 
(c) technique. The 1974 field testing program will be 
as follows: 

Classification Location Date 
Mountain Instructor Tetons June 1-5 
Mountain Instructor Palisades (Calif.) June 8-12 
Rock Climbing Instructor Yosemite May 25-29 
Snow & Ice Instructor Rainier May 18-22 
Mountain Guide Aspirants (Attend Rock Climbing and 

Snow & Ice Seminars) 

Please be advised your application must be approved 
before you may participate in field testing programs. Al-
low sufficient time for the Committee to review your 
application. You will be notified within a few days to ap-
pear for testing. 

Since members of guide schools at various testing 
locations will be participating in the field testing program, 
the Committee wishes to avoid any inbreeding criticisms; 
therefore, Certification Committee testing teams (quali-
fied mountain guides) will be from areas other than the 
testing locations. Procedure has not been established to 
certify any instructors or guides of long standing under a 
"grandfather clause." Thus, the Committee anticipates 
that those who wish to become certified must participate 
in the complete program. 

Upon satisfactory completion of the various require-
ments, including the liability insurance provision, the 
American Alpine Club will issue a five year certificate as 
outlined in the following program. Copies of the Guide 
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Program are available for distribution to interested 
mountaineers from The American Alpine Club, 113 East 
90th Street, New York, New York 10028. 

GUIDE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
Eligibility: To be eligible for consideration in the guide 
certification process, a candidate should: 

Be at least 21 years of age 
Have climbed for at least five years in several 
areas of different bedrock or alpine challenge 
Have been actively instructing in the profession 
under competent supervision 
Have shown sustained interest in the ethical and 
and literary aspects of mountaineering 
Have applied for membership in the American 
Mountain Guide Association (AMGA). 

It is not the intent of the Certification Committee that the 
specific requirements of certification be interpreted with 
blind, bureaucratic rigidity to the exclusion of individuals 
of basic competence and sound judgment who are well 
aware of their limitations. 
The Program: The American Alpine Club will certify 
three classifications of instructors: Mountain, Rock 
Climbing, and Snow and Ice. Additionally, the classifica-
tion of Mountain Guide is offered. Certificates will be 
issued in the name of the American Alpine Club indicating 
the area of the individual's competence. Certification will 
be granted on: 

Written assurance of other competent individuals 
Field testing at various locations in the U.S., as 

deemed necessary by the Certification Committee 
Posting of a certificate of insurance with the AAC 
as evidence of current liability insurance. Such 
insurance must remain in effect at all times sub-
sequent to certification to avoid revocation of 
certification. 

The Committee considers sound judgment of the applicant 
to be the most important and elusive quality to be eval-
uated. By requiring extensive experience and/or appren-
ticeship periods, the necessary judgment will be con-
firmed by the sponsors. 
Application: A candidate shall furnish the Certification 
Committee acknowledged, original statements specifically 
attesting to his capability in the appropriate areas of re-
quired competence. The Certification Committee reserves 
the right in any or all cases to require candidates to pre-
sent themselves for field testing. Administrative costs for 
field testing, approximately $100.00, excluding travel, 
lodging and food, will be borne by applicants. Sponsors 
are required to acknowledge both statements of compe-
tence and pertinent portions of the candidate's applica-
tion. In doing so, the sponsors are, in effect, placing their 



Rock Climbing Instructor 
Leadership proficiency at sustained (3 normal 
leads, 300 feet or more), clean climbing to a level 
of 5.9 (does not entirely exclude all piton use if 
safety dictates) 
Thorough knowledge of rock climbing techniques 
Instructed under supervision two seasons 
Mountain weather knowledge 
American Red Cross Advanced First Aid, current 
certificate 
High angle rock rescue techniques. 

Snow and Ice Instructor 
Demonstrated capability for extended snow and 
ice travel over alpine terrain, and wilderness 
survival techniques during winter conditions 
Avalanche safety and rescue techniques, thor-
ough knowledge 
Proficiency at extended leading on a high-angle 
snow and ice 
Winter alpine experience, two seasons, during 
which climbing activity is of a high order 
Instructed under supervision two seasons 
Orientation proficiency 
American Red Cross Advanced First Aid, current 
certificate. 

Mountain Guide 
When a guide aspirant has qualified for all three 
instructor categories, he may then notify the 
Certification Committee of his desire to receive 
guide designation. 
A two year minimum of program participation 
plus the five year eligibility requirement will be 
sufficient, and further field testing may not be 
necessary. 

Removal: Certification may be revoked at any time, under 
the following conditions: 

Complaint, formal or otherwise, reaching the 
Certification Committee from at least two clients 
within any six month period charging the in-
structor with unsafe or improper conduct. 
Complaint by two separate, responsible public 
officials or land owners, of unsafe or improper 
conduct. 
Complaint by at least three practicing instruc-
tors or guides regarding safety of the public. 
Involvement by a party under his supervision in 
a mountain related accident causing death or in-
jury due to his negligence. 
Violation of any specific provisions of this pro-
gram. 
Other good cause in the sole judgment of this 
Committee. 

Upon receipt of any such complaint, it shall be the 
practice of this Committee to immediately notify the af-
fected individual by certified mail of the allegations 
against him, naming the complainants and asking for his 
comments or explanations. If no answer is received within 
thirty days, it may be deemed an acceptance of blame. 
Upon receipt of whatever statement the affected individ-
ual may wish to make to the complaint, the Certification 
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VITION PROGRAM 
By Raffi Bedayn 

Chairman, A.A.C. Guide Certification Committee 

own good names—and judgment—on the line. Though 
each applicant shall furnish evidence of competence in 
areas attested by two individuals, whose skill is a matter 
of record with the Committee, they need not be the same 
two individuals in each area. An applicant may, then, have 
many different sponsors. Sponsors may be certified 
guides, AMGA Steering or Certification Committee mem-
bers, other Alpinists whose qualifications may be ascer-
tained by checking with the Certification Committee, or 
the National Park Service Chief Ranger and the National 
Forest Service Supervisor. 

Upon receipt of a letter of application with a $25.00 
processing, non-refundable payment to the American 
Alpine Club, the Certification Committee shall issue a 
checklist to the applicant. He shall then process it as 
required, and return it to the Committee with five refer-
ences from clients or sponsors, along with any other sup-
porting data (other Mountaineers' verifications) which the 
applicant desires. An application synopsis will be circu-
lated among the Certification Committee and the Secre-
tary of the AMGA. At least one of such persons shall be 
personally acquainted with the candidate. The responsi-
bility for this acquaintanceship shall be the applicant's. 

Thirty days after such circulation, assuming no adverse 
comments are received, the Committee will issue a letter 
of Certification. A person holding such a letter shall be 
considered fully certified in the area of competence desig-
nated for a period of six months. At the conclusion of this 
period, and again assuming no adverse comments, renew-
able permanent certification will be issued, valid for five 
years. 
Renewal: An instructor may apply for a five year renewal 
by submitting a written statement which indicates his 
continuing interest and employment in guiding, and by 
securing a statement of satisfactory performance from the 
AMGA. Any correspondence concerning the applicant will 
be taken into consideration before renewal. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

Mountain Instructor 
Leadership proficiency in clean climbing to a 
level of 5.5 

American Red Cross Advanced First Aid, current 
certificate 
Orientation proficiency 
Wilderness survival competence, summer and 
winter 
Mountain rescue competence 
Basic technique of snow & ice proficiency 
Mountain weather knowledge 



Moving avalanche in action. Skier 1 started the slide but got away. Skier 2 was buried. Skier 3 stopped in time. 

GRAPH 1: Survival Chance of Victims in Relation to Time Buried 
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Avalanche Search Today 

By Walter F. Lorch 

Let me not waste time. This report has one purpose 
only—no other. To save life. So before you read on, look at 
Graph 1. This is the essence and here I will dwell and let 
you ponder. If you could find and dig out instantly a man 
buried in an avalanche, his chance of survival would be 
80%, the remaining 20% are already dead due to blast or 
impact. Should you trace and free a man within 30 
minutes, 60% will survive. After 21/2  hours the chances 
have dwindled to 15%. Eighty-five people out of a 
hundred will have lost their lives after 21/2  hours under 
the snow. Expressed differently—a victim's chance of 
survival is halved with every passing hour. Now look at 
the Survival Graph once more and continue to read, your 
mind charged with this truth: Speed alone will save lives. 

Classic Search Methods 
These are divided into search techniques applicable to 

victims who carry aids to speed their location and those 
without. The only conventional aid is an avalanche cord 
(Lawinenschnur). Prior to entry into a danger zone, a 25m 
nylon cord is fixed to the body and trailed. 

Rescue by Party Members: Self Help 
The most likely action to rescue a man in time is im-

mediate search by the remaining members of the party. 
Immediately after the avalanche has settled the search  

can begin. The members were present during the fall and 
some will have seen the point where their friend disap-
peared. Should they be able to free him within half an 
hour, his survival chance is 60%; after one hour his 
chance is only 40%. 

Organized Rescue 
Here the time factor is even more significant. The acci-

dent must be reported at once with precision. On the as-
sumption that the Rescue Team is ready and sets off 
without delay, they may arrive at the scene within one to 
two hours. Let us assume the victim used an avalanche 
cord. To trace and free him will take at least 30 minutes. 
Add to this two hours for arrival of the Team and his 

chance of being alive is 15%. If he carried no search aid 
and an avalanche dog worked with the Rescue Team, 30 
minutes may be sufficient: survival chance is again 15%. 
It is clear that the time needed to bring a Rescue Team to 
the scene reduces survival chance to a small percentage. 

Modern Avalanche Search Systems 
Here we must distinguish between systems intended 

for Organized Rescue and those designed for use by 
members of a mountaineering party: Self Help. Although 
Organized Rescue is outside the scope of this report, it 
will be useful to record briefly progress to date. 
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A typical wind slab avalanche. The organized rescue 
group were unable to find the victims in time. 

Electronic Search Systems Designed for Organized 
Rescue 

RADAR VE: This is a radar system sponsored by the 
Fundazione Eigenmann, Italy, for use from a helicopter. It 
operates on the pulsation principle and measures the 
reflections of objects on the snow surface. Positive field 
tests have been conducted. 

RADAR TH—GRAZ: This is a development of the 
Technical College of Graz, Austria. The portable radar 
works on a similar principle to Radar VE. The efficiency 
of the search pattern equals that of a 20-man team with 
conventional search probes. Search time is approximately 
3 hours for an area of 100 X 100m. 

RADIOMETER TH—GRAZ: The latest development 
by the same organization shows the possibility of detect-
ing the radiation of the human body positioned in a cold 
environment. No field tests made. 

Considerations 
These systems need practical proof of efficiency. They 

indicate that in the not too distant future, Organized 
Rescue Teams will be able to operate with a minimum of 
personnel and act with speed once they have arrived on 
the scene. 

Minimizing the requirements for personnel also reduces 
the time which elapses between accident report and com-
mencement of search. Assuming a minimum of 30 minutes 
before the alarm is received at the SOS Station and an 
optimistic 30 minutes for the search itself, a total of 11/2  
hours may be sufficient to free the victim. According to 
the probability of Survival Graph, 30% are likely to be 
rescued alive. 
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Radio Transmitter-Receiver Systems Designed for Par-
ties of Mountaineers: Self Help. 

Radio transmitter-receiver systems are designed 
specifically for Self Help. Every member of a mountain-
eering party carries a transceiver (with one exception all 
practical systems embody transmitter and receiver in one 
unit). Every member of the party carries a set. Before 
departure the sets are tested and then switched to trans-
mit. Should any member be buried in an avalanche, the 
remaining ones immediately switch their sets to receive. 
When the avalanche has come to a halt the search can 
start at once. 

Description of Field Tests 
TESTING CONDITIONS: At least 30 searches were 

made with each device covering a period of 14 days. There 
were some 10 testers, skiers, ski teachers, guides, 
mountaineers from all walks of life and widely varying 
background, intelligence and education. Tests were made 
in typical winter conditions at 2,000m above sea level or 
higher. 

TEMPERATURE: Between +20°C and -8°C. 
WEATHER: During most of the tests visibility was 

poor and humidity high. There were heavy snowstorms on 
some days. 

AVALANCHE SIZE: Dimensions of a typical to large 
avalanche caused by ski mountaineers is lha. Accordingly 
the search was carried out over the area of 100 X 100= 
10,000110, = 1ha and where conditions did not permit this, 
test results were corrected to apply to this area. 

CARRYING AND STORAGE: When not in use the de-
vices were carried or stored in a rucksack and no special 
care was taken. 



VICTIM: The victim was represented by a plastic bag 
(60 X 28 X 28cm) in which the transceiver was put. This 
bag was buried in snow 1.3m below the surface. 

AVERAGE SEARCH TIME: This is the time taken to 
actually recover the bag. 

DESTRUCTION TESTS: Drop Tests; six times from a 
height of 1.5m on to sand. Impact Test; the device was 
placed on gravel and stepped over several times with ski 
boots. Water Immersion Test; the device was immersed 
25cm in water. Unless breakdown occurred earlier, test 
was discontinued after one hour immersion. Humidity 
Test; the device was left in the open in high humidity for 
14 days intermittently. 

Conclusions 
The survival chance of avalanche victims is increased 

significantly if every member of a party carried a trans-
ceiver system designed specifically for self help.(Referred 
to a a Bleep hereafter.) 

Correct choice of a suitable system coupled with 
thorough training prior to departure can achieve a sur-
vival chance of above 70% compared with an average of 
30%. 

Every party member must carry a Bleep. 
Case histories of avalanche accidents show that the 

burial of an entire party is so rare as to be statistically  

insignificant. They show further that professional guides 
and experienced leaders have the same chance of being 
buried as other members. This underlines the importance 
of conclusion 3: every member must cary a Bleep. 

Based on the above field tests, the subjective evaluation 
of the four radio transmitter-receiver systems now 
available are as follows: The Autophon received 75% 
more points in desirable characteristics than the Skilok, 
50% more than the Pieps and 25% more than the Skadi 
system. It was particularly better in simplicity of opera-
tion, range and usability in adverse conditions. 

Thoughts 
I am convinced that the judicious use of a Bleep will 

reduce avalanche deaths dramatically. Within a few years, 
no mountaineering party will set out without Bleeps in 
the same way as sailors wear life jackets, motorcyclists or 
riders don helmets and flyers use seat belts. Every leader 
will insist on Bleeps for all participants. 

A considerable number of manufacturers will compete 
for this growth market; price and quality will vary 
widely. Performance will range from death trap to utmost 
suitability for purpose. 

Manufacturer of the Autophon is Autophon, A.G., 
Ziegelmattstrasse 1-15, CH-4500 Soleure, West Germany. 
The Skadi is manufactured by Lawtronics, 326 Walton 
Drive, Buffalo, New York 14226. 

Typical Bleeps: On left, Skilok with separate transmitter 
and receiver. On right, Autophon transmitter-receiver in 
one unit. 
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Wangyal's Peak, 19,777 feet and the icefall. 
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The party—left to right: Tony Smythe, Dorche, Sonam, John Millar [in front], Wangyal, Sirin. 

-Journey to Kangyal's Peak 
By Tony Smythe 

I had always thought that an expedition to the Himal-
ayas began when the climber caught his first view of the 
snows, with the travelling up to this point of no real con-
sequence. It was a brutal surprise to find on my own first 
visit to India that the first 48 hours were as harrowing as 
an assault course, with the mountains seemingly as inac-
cessible as the castles of our childhood. 

My plane deposited me in Delhi in an early afternoon 
temperature of 115° and after checking into a cheap hotel 
I lay under a grating fan, surrounded by my equipment,  

and listening to the children and dogs in a shantytown the 
other side of my small barred window. I lay, not daring to 
drink the tepid water from the tap, and watched a spar-
row constructing a nest on the top of the curtain rail. 
Even if I had had the strength I would not have dared to 
go out into the burning streets for fear of having 
everything stolen in my absence. 

At last it was time for my train and after much effort I 
had finally transferred myself and my seven large pieces 
of baggage to the night train for Chandigar. This was 
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unbelievably crowded and it looked as though I might not 
be able physically to board, but I was rescued by a pas-
senger from Darjeeling who had been attracted by my 
ice axe. By a fantastic coincidence he had known my 
father (who had taken part in expeditions in the thirties 
to Kangchenjunga and Mount Everest) and he poured out 
an involved story to the harrassed supervisor, causing me 
to be allocated a bunk where none had existed. 

Running northwards through the sweating night in the 
direction of the Himalayas was as exciting as going south 
through France to the Alps, but the countryside in the 
moonlight just before dawn was still empty of hills. At 
daybreak we ran into Chandigar and I hired one of the 
battered scooter-taxis to take me the five miles to the bus 
depot. This machine broke down four times but the 
bird-like driver breathed life into his engine each time 
with delicate screwdriver adjustments and judicious 
smacks with a heavy spanner. 

At the bus station all seats were booked on the last bus 
that day to Manali in the Kulu valley and for an hour I 
lurked despondently watching this vehicle becoming 
packed with ticket holders. Then India played one of her 
unexplainable tricks; as the bus started up I was told to 
put my gear on the roof and get aboard. 

For fifty miles I sat on a steel step, enduring vibration 
so severe that my eyeballs trembled in their sockets, al-
most denying me a view of the endlessly beautiful land-
scape, its every image hanging fleetingly under the 
relentless sun. Sculptured oxen standing in shallow pools, 
white-robed figures squatting in the sparse shade of with-
ered trees, square white buildings on the parched earth, 
naked children playing. An old, worn land. All my life I 
had thought about India and here it was, exactly as I 
knew it would be. 

The ride to Manali, about 250 miles, took 18 hours. The 
bus broke down constantly with gearbox trouble and dur-
ing one of the repair sessions the driver dismantled most 
of the box and bashed the cogs for twenty minutes with a 
cold chisel and a large rock. Miraculously we were able to 
continue after this drastic treatment although by now we 
were reduced to the use of 1st and 3rd gear only, and 
these had to be held in mesh by a passenger's foot against 
the lever. 

Nourishment during the long hot day was available at 
the villages—glassfuls of strong sweet tea, pastries and 
fruit, cold curd drinks. As the flies rose in swarms I sadly 
remembered my vow, now cast aside, not to eat or drink 
in these cafes. It seemed only a matter of time before I 
should be smitten with "Delhi Belly." 

At last we reached a bus depot at Mandi and here, 50 
miles short of Manali, our driver refused to go on—his 
gearbox had worn out all his passengers' legs. I was asked 
to act as spokesman in a bid for another bus, and with our 
driver relapsing into a trance-like state at the roadside I 
set off in search of the depot manager accompanied by 
half a dozen others. It was a depressing walk, past a 
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graveyard of wrecked buses and workshops where other 
vehicles were being dismembered. The Manager, a scowl-
ing Sihk presided in a large office hung with fans and 
draperies, and he stared at me sourly as I told our story. I 
wished the clock could be put back 25 years when this 
man's place would surely have been filled by a brisk Brit-
ish Army Captain granting new buses with a wave of the 
hand. However, the Manager eventually dictated an order 
for a relief bus, which appeared two hours later. 

I had to sit at the back for this final session of ultra-
horrible mountain road, with the need for that tense, 
slightly-crouched posture to avoid on the worst bumps, a 
fractured skull or broken neck. Once there was a tre-
mendous crash as the driver misjudged, by about 18 
inches,the approach to a bridge parapet. He did not both-
er to stop. The bus's antics were not in the least curbed 
by the burden of about 40 standing passengers—some of 
those extraordinary travellers in India who wait at the 
roadside, suitcases packed, for just such a stroke of luck 
as the unscheduled arrival of a relief bus in the middle of 
the night. 

At last we drew into Manali and soon I stood in the vil-
lage square, thankfully breathing the cold night air, and 
feeling the dusty memories of the journey dissolving in 
the greater presence of the Himalayas which overhung, 
huge shapes in the star-pointed sky. 

A boy guided me to the Hilltop guest house where I 
was to rendezvous with John Millar, the only other mem-
ber of the '1972 British Kulu Expedition,' who had arrived 
three weeks earlier. But even at this final moment of my 
7,000-mile pilgrimage an absurd difficulty presented itself. 
The hotel was solidly locked and I had no idea where 
John's room—or the manager's—might be. Several min-
utes of shouting and heavy blows on every door failed to 
produce even a yawn from anybody within, so with a sigh 
I spread my sleeping bag on the hard ground. 

Next morning John and I plunged into a marathon of 
organizing, trying to squeeze into three short days all the 
things we should have done during the previous three 
months. We had to track down Wangyal, the Ladaki 
Sirdar who had been recommended to us, and we needed 
at least six porters. We had to buy food for four or five 
weeks and hire tents and porters' clothing and equipment. 
There were vital details like containers for the food. 
Packages of sugar, rice and flour were hopelessly vulner-
able, but Manali was devoid of boxes or sacks, and bags 
eventually had to be specially made from material bought 
in the bazar. Because we had been unable to drive out 
from England and had been too short of time to send any-
thing by sea, we were even lacking primus stoves, and 
when these had been miraculously obtained we needed 
paraffin, and containers for the paraffin. And a funnel. 
And cooking pots and cutlery and a hundred other things. 
And last, but hardly least, we needed a mountain to go to. 

For the past two and a half years John had waged a 
paper war with the Indian Mountaineering Foundation in 



The party resting on way to Tapni Laluni glacier. Beyond are peaks rising above west bank of Shah glacier. 

Snow storm in the Ravi gorge. 
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his efforts to get permission for an expedition. The 
trouble was, all the really worthwhile ranges lay in sensi-
tive areas beyond the Restricted and Inner Lines and 
John's separate applications for the Garhwal Valley of 
Flowers, and Padar, and Lahul had each been rejected. In 
fact, Lahul, north of Kulu, had been finally agreed to pro-
viding we were accompanied by an Indian Liaison Officer, 
but the Indo-Pakistan war had caused the permission to 
be withdrawn temporarily, and the continuing State of 
Emergency after the war had apparently wrecked our 
chances of getting an Army Liaison Officer. John had sent 
a final despairing salvo of letters and telegrams from 
Manali a fortnight earlier, but there had been no re-
sponse. So we had to decide where we were going instead 
of Lahul. 

Kulu is a popular center for climbing parties not want-
ing to go for the bigger peaks, but there was a strange 
gap in the pattern. Many climbers had gone beyond the 
eastern flanks of the valley to peaks like Indrasan or Deo 
Tibba, fine mountains of nineteen or twenty thousand 
feet, but virtually nobody had gone westwards to a region 
called Bara Bangahal, which was apparently filled with a 
wealth of unexplored peaks and glaciers. We had heard of 
only one or two expeditions and these had run into mys-
terious trouble with porters, or had simply failed to climb 
anything. 

The map gave a clue about the problem. The village of 
Bara Bangahal was situated in the gorge of the Ravi river 
at about 8,000 feet, some 25 miles from Manali, which was 
at 6,000 feet. Not a great distance, not a great 
climb—until one looked closer. Along the whole length of 
the Ravi-Beas watershed dividing Bara Bangahal from 
Manali there were only two possible crossings, and the 
easier of these, the Taintu Pass, was 16,390 feet. At the 
very beginning of the trip an expedition, with fully-laden 
porters, faced a straight climb of 10,000 feet followed by 
an enormous drop into the Ravi gorge before any moun-
taineering beyond could be contemplated, and after that, 
with supplies possibly running short since food might not 
be available from the village, the whole thing would have 
to be reversed. 

For a party as small as ours it seemed a crazy idea, but 
the longer we looked at the map the more exciting it be-
came. Unexplored country, unclimbed peaks! How few 
opportunities of this sort remained! We toasted Bara 
Bangahal that night with a couple of expensive bottles of 
beer. Originally our party had numbered six but four had 
withdrawn, unwilling to make the financial sacrifices nec-
essary in a mainly unsponsored jaunt like this—but what 
they were going to miss. . . . 

On the fourth morning the whole party and its 
quarter-of-a-ton of loads piled into a van for the first few 
miles which could be covered by road. On Wangyal's 
advice we stopped for a large carton of cheap cigarettes 
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which filled the air for the next three weeks with a smell 
like smouldering carpets. The road was thronged with 
gangs of Tibetans repairing the ravages of streams and 
landslides. There were old men and women and small 
children wielding picks and bars, most of them barefoot 
and ragged but always laughing and smiling. Alongside 
the road were their tents—wretched tattered things sup-
ported by bits of wood and low stone walls—it must have 
been a grim existence in the monsoon or the winter 
snows. 

At last we paid off the driver and he thankfully pointed 
his rattling crate downhill again. The road led on north-
wards to the Rohtang Pass and forbidden Lahul, and we 
now moved westwards on foot up the Soland Nullah 
towards the Taintu Pass. 

For the next three days we gained height, through a 
great forest of oak and pine, along a dry river bed piled 
with boulders, and then up a valley filled with tough 
vegetation and overhung with crags. The weather got 
worse but our men still carried their big loads cheerfully. 
Their personalities are stamped on my memory. Sirin, the 
cook—everything about him was big and broad—his 
shoulders, boots, his toothy grin, his hands as they 
smacked the chappattis into shape each morning. The 
crafty Bucktoo, a little dark man in a red cap and 
clogs—yes, clogs in the Himalayas, and he wore them up 
to 15,000 feet. Dorche, a happy lad of frighteningly low 
intelligence, who sat too close to a fire and had a boot 
with a sole that flapped and was sent stumbling on 
errands for the others and yet who had his own strange 
transparent dignity. And Sonam, the lanky Ladaki, boyish 
for his 36 years and surely the toughest man I have ever 
been with on a mountain. At first we referred to him as 
`thin-legs'—you could have encircled his ankle between 
finger and thumb—but rightly this faintly contemptuous 
nickname disappeared. He carried enormous loads farther 
and faster than we imagined possible and remained like a 
steel spring. He was proud and quarrelsome, speaking no 
English but understanding us always. Cold, gales, wet or 
altitude never deterred him and when the weather did its 
worst he went on collecting wood, or snow, or bringing us 
tea, or saving tents from collapsing. Wangyal was ten 
years older than Sonam, a chunky little man with tomb-
stone teeth like Joe Brown. In many ways he was Joe 
Brown. He had the same slow confidence and he was a 
brilliant climber, one of the best in Asia it was said, who 
had made more than 50 first ascents in the Kulu region. 
He had a family in Manali and we paid him a basic 20 
rupees a day (about $2.80)—a good wage in India. He re-
mained a courteous and slightly withdrawn man, uninter-
feriing and absolutely dependable. To have a Sirdar of 
such ability was almost too much of a good thing. We used 
to leave most decisions to him, and sometimes I think that 
worried him. 

The bad weather held us up for three days at the Beas 
Kund, a desolate stony hollow underneath the final 



5,000-foot snowy wall defending the Taintu Pass. It was 
depressing watching our men trying to keep the water 
out of their threadbare tents, which we had hired at great 
cost, and they preferred to cook huddled under bits of 
polythene in the open. Two of our three primus stoves 
developed leaks and one of the porters made the trip to 
Manali for replacements, and extra food while he was 
about it. 

At last we had the clear day we needed and the com-
plete party slogged up the endless slopes to the Pass. At 
one point we had just quitted an unpleasant couloir when 
it was swept by an avalanche—thousands of heavy hurt-
ling balls of snow which would have crushed and buried 
us. Late in the day, headachy and numb with fatigue we 
stepped one by one onto a curving plateau into an icy 
breeze and the rays of the setting sun, the terrible tread-
mill which Wangyal had insisted on leading all day, in 
shadow below us. To the left the superb ice ridges of 
Hanuman Tibba soared another 3,000 feet; in front the 
glacier sloped away for miles towards the unfamiliar 
dusky violet ridges and peaks of Bara Bangahal. 

Mercifully the weather stayed fine next day while five 
of the men made a journey from our exposed eyrie to col-
lect the part of their loads they had been obliged to leave 
lower down. All that day John and I sheltered from the 
furnace-glare of the sun, making occasional visits to 
Dorche and Sirin who were prostrated with snow blind-
ness. Both had neglected to wear their goggles in spite of 
our nagging, and I was now grimly rubbing ointment into 
their weeping swollen eyes and wondering whether we 
had lost two of our six men. 

In fact, we had—but not Dorche or Sirin, who recov-
ered. Next morning Bucktoo and Neertrath decided to 
quit. The secretive Bucktoo, clogs or no clogs, just did not 
seem to belong up here, and Neertrath had a large tooth 
abscess, for which we had nothing more advanced than 
aspirin or less potent than morphine, and certainly no for-
ceps. Wangyal argued with them—too harshly considering 
the fine carrying they had done—but they stubbornly re-
fused to stay and soon disappeared in the direction of 
Manali. 

It was an appalling situation. A third of our labor force 
had gone before we had hardly begun. But Wangyal's 
answer to my anxious questions was typical of the man. 
He walked about the col collecting equipment and food 
and piling it into four large heaps. He added a pack frame 
to each and turned to John and me. 

"We take big loads," he said. "We go on." 
John and I also heaped extra onto our packs but I now 

did a terribly foolish thing. In attempting to lift my load 
onto my back, instead of crawling into the shoulder straps 
as the porters did, I ricked my back, so painfully that for 
the next four days I could take only a light sack, thus 
adding even more to the others' burdens. The only conso-
lation was that at least we were going downhill. 

So our strange party set off down the blank expanses of  

the glacier towards the hidden depths of the Ravi. The 
weather had done wrong again and leaden mist crept 
down the mountain shutting us into a sombre world that 
might have been a bit of a Scottish corrie. It began to rain 
but soon we enjoyed the visual shock of green grass after 
days on snow. We found a shepherd's hut, a remarkable 
igloo of stone slabs, and happily crowding into it sent 
flames roaring from a pile of lbranches and shared our 
chappattis and pilchards. You can eat anything with chap-
pattis—the thick doughy ones Siran roasted on the little 
iron pan. It was that satisfying moment that comes on any 
big venture when at last you've gone too far to turn back. 

For three more days we struggled down the Ravi, 
crossing and recrossing by giant snow bridges when the 
sheer walls of the gorge pushed to the very edge of the 
water. Once or twice we had to wade and John and I were 
thankful for the steadying hands of Wangyal and Sonam 
whose limbs in the cold pressure of the current over the 
sharp rocks seemed to be made of articulated steel. The 
gorge threw everything at us—driving rain, slippery mud, 
scrambles through new falls of splintered rock mingled 
with smashed trees. The scenery, when you could spare a 
glance for it, was monumental. Dripping precipices soared 
for thousands of feet, with mighty snow and ice ramparts 
above that. In quiet contrast rich-colored flowers grew 
between the stones at our feet, and after nightfall the 
pain and the weariness could be forgotten beside the 
orange glow of the fire. The fire seemed to be almost an 
extension of the personality of one or two of our men. 
They would caress it, bully it, sleep by it, and get one go-
ing anywhere at any time, even when we stopped for only 
five minutes. 

At last we could turn northwards and start climbing 
again up a side valley and two days later the group 
dumped its loads at a stone shelter near the moraine-
heaped snout of the Tapni Laluni glacier. The usual after-
noon snowstorm had started and at 13,000 feet it was bit-
terly cold, but John and I were very excited. In the clear 
morning we had glimpsed a beautiful snow peak at the 
head of the glacier, almost certainly unknown and un-
climbed, and we were now at its base camp. 

However, our chances of attempting it, let alone climb-
ing it, seemed very slim. That afternoon on the long mor-
aine ridges the men had become badly strung out, each 
several hundred yards from the next, each lost in his pri-
vate world of fatigue and resentment. The previous night 
at a log hut in the forest they seemed determined not to 
carry their loads any further and there was a lot of 
grumbling before they could be induced to make a "final" 
effort, so that our base camp was high enough. The food 
shortage was so acute that Dorche and Sonam had taken 
to gathering edible weeds for the pot which, stewed for an 
hour produced a spinach-like mass possibly rich in vita-
mins but hardly in calories. Even John, otherwise the 
ascetic, was thrown slightly off-balance when he found 
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Looking u 
of approx.  

View from col on ridge—looking south towards peak 19,470 feet [on left]. 
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he side valley from the Ravi—beyond is unclimbed peak 
ttely 16,000 feet above snout of Tapni Laluni glacier. 

AL. 

Hanuman Tibba [approx. 19,400 feet] from our camp on the Taintu Pass. 

Unclimbed peak on south side of Tapni Laluni glacier, approx. 17,000 feet. 



himself compelled to eat the Smythe muesli, a highly con-
centrated cereal I had concocted in England which guar-
anteed abundant energy if little pleasure in the eating. 

That night the rain turned to sleet and violent hail 
squalls and I was much relieved that we had a solid roof 
over our heads, even if it released cascades of icy drips 
down our necks. When we had arrived the inside of the 
shelter was half-filled with snow; an hour's work with an 
ice axe had shifted this and there was now only a lake. A 
scrap of polythene served as a door and the fire had to 
survive on some knarled roots which produced plenty of 
smoke but no warmth. For supper John and I ate the last 
of our tins of meat—sausages made in Bombay by "Essex 
Farmers Limited." It was nearly the last thing I ate. Half 
an hour after retiring to our tent I was seized by nausea 
and the manager of Essex Farmers might have been sad-
dened by my frantic dive out of my sleeping bag to return 
his company's product to the land from whence it came. 
Another less exciting problem was the intense irritation 
caused by a leech bite on my thigh. We had seen these 
bloodthirsty caterpillar-like brutes down in the forest and 
I had been feeding one with realizing it. 

In the morning the miracle had happened once 
again—the sky was clear. The tent cracked with frost and 
two inches of snow covered the boulders. When the sun 
had thawed things out a bit our men agreed to make a 
recce up the glacier and eventually the whole party 
shouldered loads and trudged away up the northern edge 
of the ice. 

I say 'recce' but the secret hope of John and myself was 
that we should actually try for the snow peak which had 
shimmered so tantalizingly in the viewfinder behind my 
telescopic lens the previous morning. We sensed that time 
was running out and that any hesitation would be fatal for 
the morale of our men. We had to keep going forward un-
til we stood on a summit, or knew that we had no chance 
of standing on one. We were running out of every-
thing—food, strength, time, and there was no chance of 
establishing a comfortable set of camps in the conven-
tional way. Really we had two days—today, a camp to-
night, and tomorrow. If by tomorrow night we had failed 
to climb a mountain we would not be adding anything new 
to the records. 

These were the thoughts occupying me as I trudged up 
the velvety snow behind Sonam, goggles already pulled 
down against the blinding glare although it was only 8 
o'clock. Some miles ahead was the peak we were aiming 
for and as more of it came into view the slender hope of 
climbing it from this side—or any side—vanished. Its 
summit was a beautiful dome, marked on the one-inch as 
19,490 feet and the principal peak at the southern end of a 
section of the Ravi-Chandra watershed ridge—certainly a 
significant unclimbed point. But below its curving topmost 
snows plunged a 3,000-foot wall of broken crags and ice 
slopes, pierced with steep gullies and scarred by ava-
lanches. And along its whole five-mile length from the 
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16,000-foot "Aiguilles" opposite our base camp to the up-
per reaches of the glacier there was no weakness, no sys-
tem of easy slopes, no obvious route a small depleted 
party like ours could take. 

However, one hope remained. It was just possible that 
from the final bay of the glacier, which was still hidden 
from view behind a bend, a route could exist to the most 
northerly and highest peak on the ridge, a point of 19,777 
feet. And as we plodded up the softening snow the upper 
part of this peak began to show itself—a long, 
gently-sloping ridge leading to a small snow pyramid 
standing aloofly against the dark blue void. But could we 
reach that obvious gap in the ridge at about 19,000 feet, 
and what kind of problems lurked in the 5,000 feet of 
mountainside underneath? 

The last paces to the rock corner where the view could 
be obtained were in a way the most crucial of the whole 
expedition. For a fortnight we had travelled hopefully, 
enduring all kinds of hardship, and now the outcome was 
balanced on a knife-edge. 

In a few breaths John and I rounded the corner side by 
side and stared at the vital slice of mountainside. It did 
not occur to me that we were probably the first climbers 
ever to have this view; I was only interested in it from a 
technical standpoint. 

The old consolidated glacier snow rose in ledge upon 
ledge through crevasse and serac and ice-cliff, and the eye 
zigzagged up from shelf to shelf. Here and there a wall 
forced a long detour, but alternatives were always avail-
able. At about 17,000 feet a great bulge several hundred 
feet high seemed to block further progress, but a huge 
avalanche cone underneath it provided a ramp which 
reached to within a hundred feet—possibly fifty— of eas-
ier slopes above. And from there only distance and slog-
ging effort stood between a party and the gap in the 
ridge. The final challenge, the ridge, looked pretty 
straightforward from this angle. 

It ought to have been an emotional moment, but weari-
ness and altitude dull the emotions. We grunted agree-
ment and eventually the group moved on into the icefall. 

The men kept their jerseys and jackets on as usual in 
spite of the fierce heat and the sweat poured off their 
faces. I asked Wangyal why they did not strip off and his 
answer was only a puzzled grin. It may have been their 
ignorance of the body's needs but it was more likely a 
subconscious effort to store up the warmth of the day to 
counteract the cold after dark. Certainly their swarthy 
skins were unlikely to get sunburnt. I wore a knotted 
handkerchief to protect my head but it did not save my 
neck from the wicked rays. John also pointed out that a 
hole in the handkerchief neatly coincided with my patch of 
baldness, and thanking him I carefully rotated my hat. 

If mad dogs and Englishmen were active at noon on the 
plains surely only English climbers went out at such an 
hour on a Himalayan glacier in mid-June. We were 
trapped like insects in a huge snowy bowl into which the 



sun speared down with terrific force. Sounds were 
strangely muffled, vision limited to an aching whiteness 
through sweat-smeared goggles. Desperately the eye 
sought darker tones—trousers, a rucksack, the cool green 
of a crevasse. Heart and lungs pounded alarmingly, and a 
deadly fatigue encased the limbs as though one were 
climbing on a planet of abnormal gravity. 

Yet in the agony of forging upwards from one faceless 
slope to the next I knew that unless we could put the 
camp at about 17,000 feet—somewhere underneath the ice 
bulge—we stood little chance of getting to the summit 
next day. Each time the men collapsed on the snow for a 
breather it seemed impossible they would ever get going 
again, and the party got so separated that ten minutes 
would elapse before Sirin and Dorche trailing far behind 
caught up with the resting Sonam and Wangyal—a de-
pressing situation for the slower pair. 

We came to a bad area of crevasses where wet snow 
bridges spanned deep chasms, but to my subsequent 
shame we failed to use the rope. It was in the depths of 
Wangyal's pack and the numbing exhaustion we all suf-
fered from, the unwillingness to accept even the small 
extra effort using the rope involved, meant that it stayed 
there. 

At last we came to the beginning of the avalanche mas-
ses below the bulge and here called it a day. After a cup 
of tea Sirin and Sonam headed back to base, leaving 
Wangyal and Dorche to occupy one tent and John and me 
the other. It was interesting to see that Wangyal, in def-
erence to a tottering ice-cliff a thousand feet higher, chose 
an awkward sloping site for his tent that was fractionally 
less exposed to avalanches, while John and I, the Wester-
ners, who could have been expected to be more safety-
conscious, borrowed a dash of oriental fatalism and 
pitched our tent twenty yards away on the more comfort-
able open glacier. 

The day died and the stars came out, pricking frostily 
through the dark canopy of the evening sky. The snow 
froze in its ruts making the journey between the tents 
hazardous. To Wangyal's tent we took things like 
bootlaces, my jackknife, a needle and thread, spare socks, 
while Dorche brought us hot drinks and supper labori-
ously prepared in the `kitchen.' When we tentatively sug-
gested a 6 a.m. start (8 was the earliest that had ever 
been achieved) Wangyal offered to start making tea at 4 
"if the Sahib wakes me." 

This proved to be unexpectedly difficult. After an anx-
ious night when the hours crept like ghosts around the 
luminous dial of my watch and sleep totally eluded me, I 
roused John and in the effort to wake our Sirdar we let 
forth such a chorus of yells that the ice cliff might have 
been tempted to respond in its own fashion. 

It is bad enough starting from an Alpine hut before 
dawn, but thousands of feet higher, from a tent, it is 
agony. Crampon metal seared the fingers, toes clamped in 
soggy socks and frozen boots became numb even before  

we started, a loose connection played havoc with my 
torch; I drank only one cup of gritty tea. Time seemed 
suspended as we crunched through the darkness up the 
icefall, crossing old avalanche blocks, floundering in 
patches of freezing powder, hacking steps in steep bas-
tions. But progress was rapid and I felt a surge of antici-
pation as we gained height in the approaching dawn. The 
previous afternoon in the sun my heart seemed about to 
burst from my chest. Now reserves of energy and the lure 
of the summit seemed to draw me up the frozen surfaces. 
The only worry was my feet—minute after minute they 
remained dead and all the dreadful stories kept coming 
back to me. Was frostbite unavoidable in the Himalayas? 

Before long we reached the steep step and Wangyal in 
front picked his way up the ramp to where a chute of hard 
ice was squeezed between overhanging walls—the sort of 
place where you listen in sick apprehension for that rum-
ble of ice falling on top of you. There is no justification for 
being in such a dangerous spot, nevertheless Wangyal 
calmly started cutting steps in the chute and we followed 
pace by pace. John and I eventually grew impatient and 
took over, cramponing straight up the ice to the haven of 
more open slopes above. The bulge was conquered! 

After that came a long treadmill reminiscent of the 
Ordinary route up Monte Rosa—great sculptured valleys 
and crests of snow like some downward pouring ocean 
caught in mid-stride. 

When at last we reached the sunshine on the ridge I 
pulled off my boots one by one and massaged my toes 
back to life. Wangyal watched impassively—his feet were 
cold too, but to him this was no place for baring the feet. 

With just half a mile of easy crest to the summit there 
was little doubt about the outcome. We tied on the rope, 
which was just as well because almost immediately I fell 
three-quarters of the way through a rotten cornice, an 
event which caused us to moved onwards with extreme 
care. 

The summit was the end of the gently-rising ridge and 
one by one we moved over and around it cautiously—
there were too many dangers for any real demonstration 
of feeling—a rope to be tripped over, a cornice, equipment 
and cameras to be lost. But during those fleeting minutes 
of rest and success, while body warmth drained away in 
the cold gusts from space, there was a chance to reflect on 
and savor the climax to an incredible venture. At every 
moment our luck had held; the weather had obliged, our 
rations had just lasted, our men had stood by us, and even 
the mountain had submitted in the hours that were left to 
us. I wondered what our Sirdar was thinking as I photo-
graphed his toothy grin against the endless vista of the 
sleeping, sun-struck Himalayas. It was his mountain, and 
later when we proposed a name for the various official 
records John and I made sure that this should be known 
by others. 

I have had the luck of making several exciting and en-
joyable trips to mountains over the years, but none has 
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Stream crossing in the Kalihen valley. 

Forest scene in the Kalihen valley. 
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been more satisfying than the journey to Wangyal's Peak. 
On a tiny budget, in an age when expeditions tend to 
over-equip, over-organize, and over-spend, we had suc-
ceeded in the task we set ourselves, in a style somehow 
more appropriate to the days of the pioneers a century 
before. Before I went to the Himalayas I used to wonder 
why these mountains were different and memorable, 
compelling a man to go back again and again. Was it the 
sheer size, the magic of altitude, or perhaps the people? 
Were we unusually lucky in having men who worked so 
hard for us while they stood to gain so little? Men who 
shrugged off discomfort and stayed cheerful when they 
were shattered with tiredness or stiff with cold. Their 
clothes stank and they had grimy skins, greasy hair, long 
dirty nails and some horrible habits, and yet I felt a real 
affection for them, a simple pleasure in being with them. I 
couldn't hope to understand them—somehow the barrier 
between the eastern and western ways of thinking stayed 
very strong, and there was the language difficulty—but 
there was common ground in the enjoyment of simple 
things. To be with such good-hearted and unsophisticated 
companions was like being born again, renewing one's 
relationship with the earth, and ultimately with people 
themselves. 

The return to civilization was shorter, but hardly less 
gripping than the outward journey. On the way down to 
the upper camp John slipped, lost hold of his axe, and 
tobogganed 500 feet, collecting some nasty grazes. With 
the risk of these going septic in the valley heat, the party 
increased speed and taking the longer but easier Kalihen 
Nullah covered 50 miles in three days, with the plunge to 
8,000 feet and re-ascent to 16,000 as an additional burden. 

As we stumbled into the Hilltop hotel, ragged, utterly 
weary, utterly famished, an immaculate blazer-clad figure 
rose from a chair and extended a well-manicured hand. 

"Mr. Smythe and Mr. Millar? I am Major Bajaj, sec-
onded from Indian Army." 

And as we stared blankly, trying to fight off a terrible 
realization, an edge of impatience crept into the Major's 
voice. 

"Gentlemen, I am your liaison officer for Lahul. When 
do we start?" 

SOME OBSERVATIONS 

Transport and Equipment 
From Europe it is really better to go overland. Flying 

was no more expensive for a party of two, but the weight 
limitation posed serious problems with food and gear, 
which had to be bought and hired in Manali. The only bad 
mistake was in relying on single-layer boots—we were 
lucky to escape frostbite, even at the relatively low 
Himalayan altitude of 19,000 feet. All our gear receivpd 
terribly hard use and we felt it was more important for 
things like rucksacks, packframes, tents, etc. to be  

strongly made than of ultra light weight. Sleeping bags 
were a source of constant grumbling. I had a medium 
quality one, but used in addition a duvet jacket and short 
down bag as a complete inner layer, and managed to stay 
warm. John had a single bag of supposedly high quality 
but when we came up against really cold damp conditions 
he used a foil space-blanket bag inside it! A double bag 
seems to be a 'must' for the Himalayas since this is the 
only way the loss of insulation due to dampness can be 
counteracted. 

The biggest problem was supplying our porters with 
equipment. The Manali men who go above the snow line 
do not expect to keep afterwards the gear they are 
issued, but they possess nothing, so we hired a complete 
set of equipment for each man from the Western Himal-
ayan Mountaineering Institute in Manali. We were lucky 
to be able to do this as normally only Indian parties have 
access to WHMI gear. We also hired the extra tents, 
ropes and hardware needed. It was not too expensive 
when one considered the hard wear it received, and the 
fact that imported gear has 250% duty levied on it in 
India and is therefore in very short supply. 

Food 
This is where we suffered most. We had brought out 

from England a little tinned and dried food, chocolate, 
etc., but the bulk of our food had to be bought out there. 
In Manali one could get Indian-produced equivalents of 
some items, but the quality was poor, there was little 
variety, and prices were high. Consequently, we tended to 
exist on the porters' low-protein diet of rice, dall, chap-
pattis, etc., for much of the time. 

Climbing Recommendations for Future Parties 

Above the Tapni Laluni glacier the obvious unclimbed 
peak would be the 19,470-foot one south of Wangyal's 
Peak. This might be reached more easily from the north-
east or Chandra side of the watershed, but this would be 
an approach from the Restricted side, with all the attend-
ant complications. Or there could be a route from the 
south, from the Ravi. Or one might reach it via the col 
next to Wangyal's Peak and the long level north ridge. On 
the south side of the Tapni Laluni there were fine rock 
peaks of 17,000 and 18,000 feet. 

Above the Shah glacier there were equally fine possi-
bilities. The ridge between the Shah and Sili Laluni 
glaciers known as the Sila Shar Dhar, has a snow peak 
marked on the map as 19,590 feet and another snow hump 
of the same sort of height to the north. 

We also saw a prominent pe•ak on the Dhog Dhar, the 
ridge immediately west of the Shah glacier, which could 
be over 20,000 feet. It was not marked on the map. 

There was a high ridge on the Chandra-Ravi watershed 
to the north of the Tal glacier—highly remote and difficult 
to reach, but exciting new country. 
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View from above col on ridge towards peak 19,470 feet. The peak on left further away is one we 
never managed to identify—apparently not marked on map, and could be 20,000 feet. 

28 SUMMIT / April, 1974 View towards Tapni La1uni from the col—Wangyal 
moving up. Author's shadow in foreground. 



yvangyal [red balaclava] and Sonam [on Wangyal's left]. 

John Millar patched up after his 400-foot slide above the 
camp. 
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Guide Certification.. 
from page 11 
Committee shall notify the Chairman of the AMGA, 
setting, if necessary, a date and place for a hearing on the 
question. 

The complainants will be asked to present at said hear-
ing any further evidence with respect to the offenses 
charged, and the individual shall be allowed to bring with 
him rebuttal information, or persons that he may wish to 
have speak in his behalf. At least two members of the 
Certification Committee shall be on hand for this hearing. 
A summary of their findings shall be circulated to the en-
tire Committee and the Chairman of the AMGA Steering 
Committee. 

Within thirty days of that circulation, a decision will be 
reached. This decision shall be final, unless a review is 
requested by the Steering Committee. Should such occur, 
the Chairman of the Certification Committee shall hold 
the matter open for a further period of sixty days, during 
which time the Steering Committee shall bring forth such 
additional information and arguments as they wish to 
make. It shall then be reviewed, at least in summarized 
form, by the entire Certification Committee, whose decis-
ion shall be final. All correspondence and other material 
pertinent to an instructor's record shall be deemed con-
fidential by this Committee and shall not be released 
without prior written consent from either the AAC Board 
or the Steering Committee. 
Reinstatement: Should a certified instructor become inac-
tive, allowing his certification to lapse, and at a later time 
wish reinstatement, he need only secure one endorsement 
of current competence in each pertinent category of exp-
erience, provide to the Committee a certificate endorsing 
current liability insurance coverage, and complete 
whatever technical updating has been determined ap-
propriate for the profession in the interim. He shall not be 
required to furnish comments from other parties. Appli-
cation for reinstatement can be made to the Certification 
Committee, who, so long as the instructor has left the 
profession in good standing, shall thereupon reissue a 
certificate. 
Initial Procedures: To initiate the certification system, 
this Committee has confirmed the competence of various 
well-known, experienced instructors and guides with good 
reputations. These provisionally certified individuals are 
known/to various members of the Certification Committee 
as being competent and of good judgment. Certification 
shall be valid for a period of two years, during which time 
the full process shall be operative for all who may wish to 
apply. Before the conclusion of the initial period, provis-
ionally certified instructors shall be required to complete 
the full process for final certification. The Certification 
Committee shall not look with favor on excessive inbreed-
ing in this regard. 
Advertising: During 1973 and 1974, in order to prevent 
any unfair advantage being assumed by those provision-
ally certified, or by those who may receive final certifica-
tion early in the process, the American Alpine Club for-
bids any use of promotional literature or advertising of 
the fact of certification itself. However, at the conclusion 
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of the two years, or in time for the 1975 summer season, 
this restriction shall cease. It shall not be the function of 
the American Alpine Club to police any commercial aspect 
of the guiding profession, except where such may involve 
improper useage of certification with respect to adver-
tising. 
Certification Committee: Members of the Certification 
Committee have been selected with a view towards geo-
graphic representation of those areas in which guiding, or 
mountaineering is a significant commercial practice. They 
are mountaineers of wide experience, and international 
reputation with no current involvement in any commercial 
aspect of mountaineering in the U.S. They serve at the 
pleasure of the American Alpine Club Board of Directors. 
Their function is: to represent the public interest in a 
stable, sound, and qualified body of professional moun-
taineers; to protect the good name of the American 
Alpine Club; and to advise and assist the public and pro-
fessionals. 

Definitions 
Mountain Day: Any day in which the major portion of 

waking hours are spent in roped climbing, back packing, 
glacier travel, alpine hiking, or related physical exertion. 

Season: Seven consecutive weeks during any of the four 
calendar quarters of full time mountain days on at least 
five days each week. Two sustained periods of four weeks 
each may be combined to equal one season. 

Year: Two consecutive seasons. 
Winter Conditions: Sustained exposure to temperatures 

consistently below freezing for no less than forty-eight 
continuous hours, in any series of mountain days, during 
which snow conditions shall never reach the firn stage, 
and during which climbing activity shall have been of high 
order. 

Instructor: Individual offering to teach others the art 
and technique of climbing for a fee. 

American Mountain Guide Association Steering 
Committee 

William Briggs, Sec., P.O. Box 427, Jackson, Wyo. 83001 
Yvon Chouinard, 235 W. Santa Clara St., Ventura, Ca. 

93001 
Luther Jerstad, 9920 S.W. Terwilliger, Portland, Oregon 

97219 
Wayne Merry, P.O. Box 65, Yosemite National Park, Ca. 

95389 
Joseph O'Laughlin, Box 2002, Boulder, Colo. 80302 
Peter Sinclair, Rte. 9, Box 764, Olympia, Wa. 98506 
William Unsoeld, Rte. 6, Box 590, Olympia, Wa. 98501 

American Alpine Club Certification Committee 
Raffi Bedayn, 737 Dwight Way, Berkeley, Ca. 94710 

(415-843-8160) 
Alex Bertulis, 1001 Lowman Bldg., Seattle, Wa. 98104 
David Michael, P.O. Box 274, Aspen, Colo. 81611 
John Williamson, Nottingham Square, Nottingham, N.H. 

03290 
Communications about the Certification Program may 

be sent to the Chairman of the committee or to the Club 
office. 



Alpine Designs 
designs for superpackers. 

More than the average gear, Alpine 
Design's gear is built to perform. In every 
product category. 

Consider our High Loft' down-filled 
sleeping bags. New throughout, with 
uniform loft and "V" tube baffle design to 
keep you warm down to 850  below. 

Plus down-filled clothing. Using 
prime goose down in single and double 
wall construction for lightweight warmth. 

And our complete line of tents. 
Tested for years in all weather conditions. 

Backpacks? We've got more original 
pack designs than any other com-
pany in the United States. 

And Alpine Designs is 
always coming up with 
something new. Like our 
completely new line of 
super-warm PolarGuardr"  

insulated clothing and sleeping bags. 
Every piece of our gear is made with 

the finest materials available. All exterior 
fabrics are ZePel®  treated for rain/stain 
repellency. Our products are the most 
thoroughly researched and carefully tested 
in the industry. That's why we offer you a 
100% guarantee. 

Alpine Design's Mountaineering and 
Backpacking Gear. The gear that can help 
you feel like the king of your mountain. 

AlpinE 
DEsigns 

6185 East Arapahoe 
Bpulder, Colorado 80303 
A General Recreation Inc., Co. 

Get away from it all ... to it all. 

©1974 Alpine Designs 

Get a free full color 
Superpacker poster 
at your nearest Alpine 
Designs dealer. 
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Climber's entire weight 
supported by new Series 70 
pack frame in use as etriers. 

40% stronger, 
yet 20% lighter. 

Independent tests show that 
GERRY's new Series 70 frame beats 
major competitors' for strength, lightness. 

It's all in the test report. (We'll 
be happy to send you a copy.) 
The Series 70 is the lightest,yet 
strongest major pack frame you 
can get. It's made of 7011-T6 
aircraft aluminum alloy (weighs 
less than 2 lbs. 7 oz.), with a 
space-age bonding system 
stronger than welding. Lifetime 
guarantee. Next time you light  

out, lighten the load with a new 
GERRY Series 70 pack frame—
and still have the strongest 
frame going. 

Write for free catalog. 

GERRY 
0  An Outdoor Sports Company 

5450 North Valley Highway Dept ESU-44 Denver, Colorado 80216 

unforseen perils 
often beset 
the unwary hiker 

DO NOT DESPAIR, 
HIKERS, help for 
this and other perils 
is available 

from 

KELTY 
mountaineering - backpacking 

1801 VICTORY BLVD. 
GLENDALE, CA 91201 

SEND FOR CATALOG DEPT. ST  
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ULTIMATE EQUIPMENT WARKWORTH MORPETH NORTHUMBERLAND ENGLAND 

American Distributors: 

MOUNTAIN PARAPHERNALIA 
BOX 4536 
MODESTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A. 95352 

dealer inquiries invited 

NORTHERN LIGHTS 
ALPINE RECREATION 
Mountaineering Weeks (Basic - Advanced) 53.1  
First Ascent Weeks 
Alpine Hiking Treks >

0 
 

Exploratory Climbing Expeditions 

Amor Larson, #731, Invermere, B.C. > 

A modern 
comprehensive 

Climbing School 
located in the 
Beartooth 

Mountains. 

Write for 
details: 

t1.J 
JAL 

MOUNTAINCRAFT, Box 429, Red Lodge, Montana 59716 

( 
GIBBS 

ASCENDERS 
Each Ascender is tested 

to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 
rounded teeth produce 

little or no rope damage. 
Especially applicable to 

equipment haulage, group 
ascents, fixed rope and 

rescue operations. Operates 
on icy or muddy ropes. 

ASCENDERS with spring wire $8.75 
ASCENDERS with quick release pin $10.75 

include 250 postage per ascender,' 500 airmail 

ROPE / SLING / CARABINERS 
20% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS 

of $65. OR MORE. 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE TO: 

GIBBS PRODUCTS 
854 PADLEY STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 

Sew what? 
Sew anything. 
Jackets. Parkas. Coats. Quilts. 

Ponchos. Pillows. Sleeping bags. 
Mittens. Gloves. (Whew!) Tents. Back-
packs. Bike packs. Even raw materials 
like mosquito netting, zippers, and 
grommets. (Grommets?) 

Anything you're most likely to want for 
the great outdoors, you can get from the 
somewhat great Frostline outdoor 
people. And save yourself about 50% 
over the cost of the ready-mades in the 
process. 

We've been putting kits together for 
some 8 years now. And by now we know 
how to do it. And we know how to tell 
you to do it. Sew why don't you do it? 

Send for a free Frostline catalog to: 

Frostline Kits, Dept.s-257 
P.O. Box 589 
Broomfield, Colorado 80020. 

firstliss 
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SNOW SHOE BINDINGS 

ligAta Mak. laititiVigiCi! 

/ / BECK \ ......,741, 
' CRAMPON STRAPS s, VP) 1 

s\III 

\ 46v 
The reason: NEOPRENE NYLON! \ 

Wig NOTAtititth..  Wiff Oral  UPI 
Designed for sub-zero temperatures! Fasten tightly 
and you will never have to adjust again .. . We also 
manufacture the famous CHOU INARD CRAMPON 
STRAPS which are used by most experienced 
climbers and expeditions around the world. 

Write for FREE Catalogue and Sample of Neoprene Nylon 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS  
BOX 3061 • SOUTH BERKELEY • CALIFORNIA U. S. A. 

Manufacturers 
and Distributors of 

Unique 
Mountaineering Equipment 

Nuts 
Hammers • Packs 
Nylon Web • Rope 

Swami belts 
and Bivouac gear 

5050—M—Fox St., Denver, Colorado 80216 
(303) 222-6164 

AMOUNTAINEERING,LTD. 

For catalog and location of your 
nearest dealer write: 

rrest 

"CHATEAU II" TENT 

NEW FOR 1974! 

DESIGNED FOR THE OUTDOORSMAN 

WHO EXPECTS THE BEST. . . 
AND APPRECIATES THE CUSTOM 
MADE CAMPING FEATURES! 

The CHATEAU II is big and roomy with its 105" floor 

space, 7'2" front width and a rear width of 5' 5". To 
add to the internal living space, the front peak height 

is 5' 6" and 28" at the rear peak. The CHATEAU II has 
an excellent ventilation with a tunnel vent at the front 

arch backed by mosquito netting and two large win-

dow vents (7" x 57" each) with 2-way No. 7 Y.K.K. 
ZIPLON coil zippers for an adjustable amount of 

open ventilating area. Only four stakes, two sets of 
high strength aircraft aluminum poles (with internal 
shock cord) and the two piece front and rear arches 

which couple to the main tent poles are needed to 

erect the tent. 
Complete with 14 tent stakes, rainfly and poles, the 

CHATEAU II rolls down to a 10" x 22" size. The 
perfect 3-man or small family tent. Front sidewalls 
taper from 23" to 8" at the rear, and the front en-

trance features a 6" high varment proof sill across 
the entrance. 

FREE! SPRING/SUMMER CATALOG 

Complete with color illustrated lightweight 
backpacking and camping equipment and 
clothing for 1974. Send for your copy today! 

HOLUBAR MOUNTAINEERING LTD. 
Box 7 
Dept. 4-H9 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 



All climbing boots are not 
created equal 

We're not afraid to tell Don't be afraid to ask. 
A lot of so-called climbing boots look the same at first glance. You know, big thick soles, fat rounded toes, a lot of 
hooks and the like. And most are the same. Except for Raichle. 

But Raichle climbing boots have a lot of other features. Features you may not see and some you do. Like the 
proven Norwegian Welt construction for durability and extra-long life. Like using the finest American lasts avail-
able for a great fit. And like offering boots in true half-sizes (not just varying the amount of padding) and up to 
three different widths. 

The straight facts on Raichle features. 
The Raichle Wetterhorn: 
a superb, heavy-duty 
boot for all climbing 
conditions; one-piece 
Grade "A" Russia flesh-
out leather upper; full-
grain leather lining; two 
full midsoles; leather 
innersole; padded, 
hinged tongue; 3/4  heavy-
duty steel shank; scree 
guard and close-trimmed 
Vibram "Yellow Spot" 
Lacima sole. 

Look at the Raichle 
Eiger: the popularly 
priced, lightweight boot 
suitable for ice and snow 
climbing. With all these 
Raichle features: one-
piece Grade "A" Russia 
flesh-out leather upper; 
full leather lining; 
gusseted tongue; 3/4  
heavy-duty steel•shank; 
thick midsole; leather 
innersole; scree guard 
and close-trimmed 
Vibram "Yellow Spot" 
Lacima sole. 

Then there's the Raichle 
Zinal: a very lightweight, 
extra-warm technical ice-
snow and rock boot with 
a special, new injection 
molded sole. Look at 
these features: one-piece 
silicone impregnated 
Russia Grade "A" flesh-
out leather upper; full-
grain leather lining; 
leather lined, padded, 
hinged tongue with 
unique "storm flap"; full 
length, lightweight mid-
sole; guaranteed injec-
tion molded sole that's 
close-trimmed; leather 
innersole; 3/4  heavy-duty 
steel shank; triple roll 
scree guard and Vibram 
"Yellow Spot" Lacima 
sole. 

Next, the Raichle 
Diableret: very simply, 
the most sought after 
technical Alpine climbing 
boot available today. 
With one-piece Russia 
Grade "A" full-grain, 
flesh-out leather upper; 
full-grain leather lining; 
fully gusseted leather 
lined tongue, three full 
midsoles (2 leather, 1 
rubber); leather inner-
sole; 3/4  heavy-duty steel 
shank; double roll scree 
guard and close-trimmed 
Vibram "Yellow Spot" 
Lacima so e. 

Wetterhorn $69.95 

To learn more 
about boots, write for 

our free catalog and new 
booklet, "Taking the Mystery 

Out of Boots". Or ask your local 
dealer for a copy. 

Zinal $89.95 

Raichle Molitor USA / 200 Saw Mill River Road I Hawthorne, New York 10532 



fifteen models of the highest 
quality mountain packs available 

WILDERNESS 

EXPERIENCE 

9408 IRONDALE AVENUE • CHATSWORTH, CALIFORNIA 91311 

ROCKCIM111115! 
Some of the best rock 

climbing in the country 
is near Fresno, California. 

Excel lent granite, great 
variety, no queuing, good 
camping, and plenty of 

,
rock. 

For more information visit: 

ROBBINS MOUNTAIN SHOP 
7183 N. Abbey Road 

Fresno, California 93650 

Just east of Blackstone (Hwy. 41) 
just north of Herndon 

' 

Mountaineering School at Vail 
One Week Courses 

Beginners — Intermediate 

Food and Equipment Furnished 

Climb with the Experts 

Brochure Available: DICK POWNALL, Director 

Box 931s, Vail, Colorado 81657 
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George Lamb likes to start things. 
Like Alp Sport and Camp7. 
He started both. 
And once he starts something, he's hard to stop. 
As a climber, he started finding 
new ways up old mountains 
And as a designer he started making 
sleeping bags like your life depended on it. 
George puts everything he has into everything he does. 
That is why  — 

Our Bags Are Just George. 
Down sleeping bags $59 - $125.50. Down parkas $45.50 - $65 
Write for catalog and Authorized Dealer list 
Camp7, 802 South Sherman, Longmont, Colorado 80501 



CAMPERS, HIKERS, 
BACKPACKERS 
A wide selection of the finest 
equipment year-around! 

Write for our FREE 
Mountain and Camping 
Catalog M 

orrir SHOP 
IN NEW HAMPSHIRE'S 

WHITE MOUNTAINS 

Tel. 603-745-2767 

OODSTOCK, New Hampshire 03262 

co-op 
wilderness 
supply 

 offering highest quality backpack-
ing equipment at lowest prices possible. 

Send for free 48 page mail-order catalog. 

1432 University Avenue, Berkeley, Ca 

94702 

The Complete Climber: An intensive 8 day camp 
in which a guide and four climbers explore and 
learn the techniques of alpine climbing in the 
Wind River Range of Wyoming. 

The Mountaineering Photographer: 5 days of 
relaxed alpine travel, climbing, and 
photography with a guide who is a professional 
mountaineer and photographer. 

Also daily Teton climbing schools, guided climbs, 
and ice seminars. 

Write for our informational 
brochure. 

Send for 
our latest 
catalog. 

 

R. E. I. is an 
environmentally conscious 

outdoor and mountaineering co-op run 
by members and staffed with experts. We've been 

into, around, and up a lot of mountains— 
including Everest. 

Over 382,000 people from all over the world shop 
R. E. I. Co-op by mail. Besides providing quality 

equipment at fair prices, we returned $1,532,000 in 
dividends to our members last year. 

First American 
on Everest—

Jim Whittaker, Gen. Mgr. 

RECREATIONAL © 
EQUIPMENT, INC. 

"The Original Outdoor Co-op--Est. 1938" 
P.O. Box 22088, Seattle, WA 98122 S-4-C 

fl Please send me your free color catalog. 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

CITY  

STATE ZIP  
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WHAT'S A 
GOOD DESIGN? • 

A good design must include an understanding of the 
materials to be used. Here's an example. Fiberfill II has 
some attractive specifications (Dupont, April 1972): 

loft—about 1.4 lbs. of FF II equals 1 lb. of goose down 
compressibility-90% as much as goose down 
water absorption—less than 1% 
non-allergenic 
But to get these theoretical specs out of the material it 

must be used with understanding. Dacron tends to cling to 
itself. Unlike down, it does not 
expand to fill all corners of a 
sleeping bag. It must be sewn 
repeatedly to the shell fabric to 
eliminate shifting and the resulting 
cold spots. However, we feel this 
takes the theoretical loft out of the 
materials. 

So we developed a brand new construction technique—
double overlapping bats of Fiberfill II—which are able to 
loft with the full efficiency of the material. The result is the 
lightest, warmest, Fiberfill II sleeping bag you can buy. 

WE WANT YOU TO UNDERSTAND THE WAY WE 
MAKE FINE EQUIPMENT! For further information, send for 
a free catalog and the name of your nearest dealer. 

THE NORTH FACE, 1234 5th Street, Dept. STF, 
Berkeley, California 94710 

Big foot Regular 
weight-4 lbs. 2 oz. 

"THE 
NORTH& 

FACEN 

Hike in Central Caucasus 
Climb Mt. Elbrus (5633m) 

From New York via Moscow 
to Piatagorsk, Baksan Valley 
and Gastinitsa ltkol highcamp. 

Send for Brochure and Supplement: 

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL (INC.) 

1398 Solano Ave. Dept. ST 
Albany, California 94706 
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READER'S 
Dear Editor: 

Recalling a recent article, I hope to 
be of some assistance concerning an in-
quiry about Marius edges for X-C skis. 
The first supplier that comes to mind 
is Eiger Mountain Sports, Inc., P.O. 
Box 150, San Fernando, Ca. 91341. 
These people, however, to my knowl-
edge are strictly a wholesale outlet. 
But, most mountaineering shops on 
the west coast do business with Eiger 
to some extent, so the possibility of 
ordering such an item is relatively 
good. At current prices the Marius 
edge runs approximately $9.00 a set, 
screws included. I have friends that 
have placed the Marius edge on any-
thing from a Bonna 1800 to a 2000 and 
2400 or other comparable ski. The re-
sults have been good as long as the in-
staller is adept with either a router or 
chisel. 

Tom Burke 
Reno, Nevada 

Dear Editor: 
The recent gas shortage has caused 

many climbers (including myself) to 
think twice about traveling out of 
their local areas to climb when the 
weekend rolls around. This is depress-
ing to some since most climbers live in 
the city and are forced to drive long 
distances to reach a climbing area. 

This problem was just beginning to 
have an effect on me when I noticed 
one of the local mountaineering shops 
was arranging a car pool on weekends, 
especially for climbers to and from one 
of the better known southern Cali-
fornia climbing areas. This not only is 
a good idea transportation wise, but 
climbers also get a chance to meet 
other climbers to exchange views, 
ideas, and maybe get a partner if you 
suddenly find yourself without one. I 
have signed up for this car pool 
mentioned above and certainly hope it 
is a success so other mountaineering 
stores, if they have not already, might 
follow suit and start a pool of their 
own. 

David Vaught 
San Clemente, Ca. 92672 



iMMINTAINilioUSE 

FREEZE DRIED 
NOODLES AND 

STROGANOFF S'AticE 
Wrr14 BEEF 
.••••••• or. 
•••••••••• 

...001111,10,11.1.111.1.- 

"Keep your money. Just hand over the freeze dried beef 
stroganoff, shrimp cocktail, french toast, ice cream and all 
them other Mountain House goodies you got at your friendly 
outdoor store, friend." 

/VOLINTAIN HOUSE.. 
The gourmet restaurant you put 

in your pocket. 
For a free menu planner, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: MENU PLANNER, 
Oregon Freeze Dry Foods, Inc., P.O. Box 1048, Albany, Oregon 97321. 

Available in Canada through Taymor Industries Ltd. Toronto and Vancouver. 

00 0 
00 
00 

0 

b 
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COMMENTS 

Dear Editor: 
In the December 1973 Summit a re-

port on Himalayan climbing accidents 
indicated that Sherpa Kanchha was 
killed in November by an avalanche on 
Dhaulagiri IV. Having developed a 
good friendship with Sherpa Kanchha 
from Kunde (Khumbu Valley) on a re-
cent trip to Nepal, I wrote to see if it 
was our friend Kanchha that had been 
killed. In a reply from Mountain 
Travel of Kathmandu we were in-
formed that it was not Kanchha but 
rather a Sherpa named Tamang that 
was in the accident. Perhaps this in-
formation will be of interest to others 
who have been to Nepal. 

Keith Gunnar 
Issaquah, Wa. 98027 

Dear Editor: 
I was pleased to see that Don 

Jensen's tragic death did not go un-
noticed in Summit, but I was dismayed 
that the short note did him so little 
justice. 

Perhaps it is a sign of the times 
when so much of climbing revolves 
around equipment and climbing shops 
that Don should be identified as the 
"designer of the Jensen Pack." He did 
of course design and construct the 
pack, along with other equally inno-
vative soft gear, including sleeping 
bags, duvets, tents, and bivvy sacs. 
But what is much more significant is 
that Don was equally innovative about 
his approach and style of climbing. 

Don's Alaskan trips included the 
Wickersham Wall of Mt. McKinley, 
the west face of Huntington, and two 
separate attempts on the East But-
tress of Mt. Deborah. All of these out-
ings were in their time, exceptionally 
bold and creative attempts. And that 
is what is important we remember 
about Jensen. He was a way ahead of 
his time in terms of style and attitude. 
Don believed in light, fast, adventur-
ous mountaineering. His two-man 
expedition with Dave Roberts to  
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mountaineering 
specialists 

send for catalog 

THE SKI HUT 
department S 

1615 university ave., 
berkeley, ca. 94703 

pssst! 
By means of skillful  hoarding, Ed 

Leeper has steel for pitons and Logan 
Hooks this year, in spite of shortages. 
Keep it under your hat. 

Ed Leeper, Wallstreet, Colo. 80302 

CONSERVE YOUR ENERGY 

with 

SITERPn® 
Featherweight Snowshoes 

TM 

- 3109 Brookdale Rd.E., Tacoma, Wa. 98446 

BACKPACKER'S GUIDE & MAP POCKET 
For any make or model pack frame — affords 
easy access to maps, note and guide books, pens, and 
the vital trivia that normally overloads your pants pocket. 
Pocket fastens around shoulder straps of packframe with 
velcro tape and is secured with adjustable nylon webbing 
to the shoulder strap clevis pin at the frame cross bar. 
Orange 8 oz. coated nylon; 7" high; 5" wide; 1" deep; flap 
with velcro closure fits all packs. 
Cat. No. 238 Wt.: .25 lbs. Postpaid $6.80 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS - BACKPACKING, SKI TOURING, KAYAKS & CANOES 
Free Catalog from MOOR & MOUNTAIN Dept. 75 Main St. Concord, Mass. 01742 

READER'S COMMENTS continued 

Deborah and Hayes is the classic ex-
ample of this approach. 

This philosophy was put into prac-
tice on mountains all over America, 
and particularly in the Palisade region 
of the High Sierra, where Don made 
hundreds of ascents, often solo or with 
a single partner. Always he traveled 
light, usually fast, and he overcame 
technical difficulties with climbing skill 
and uncanny route finding ability. His 
impact on the mountain environment 

Great all-season 
tent. 

Eureka Superlite. 
Backpackers' favorite, now better 

than ever. Stronger, K-Kote rip-stop 
nylon fabric with catenary cut 

and lockstitch construction. "A" 
style frame. Larger, wrap-around floor, 

new tailored fly. Snow tunnel, zippered 
cook hole. Mark II floor size 5 x 8', 

Mark IV 7 x 9'. A great all-season tent. 
At your Eureka dealer's ... 

or write for details. 

EurekaTent, Inc. E-- 
Subsidiary of Johnson Diversified, Inc. 

P. 0. Box 966 Binghamton, N.Y. 13902 
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was minimal. He once camped for a 
long period during the winter in the 
South Fork of Big Pine Creek and left 
less trace than the average summer 
weekender. 

With style such a fashionable word 
in climbing circles these days, I feel 
Donald Cook Jensen ought to be rec-
ognized by his contemporaries as a 
"very far-ahead cat," as an unusual 
and visionary climber who won't easily 
be replaced on the American climbing 
scene. 

Frank H. Sarnquist, M.D. 
San Francisco, Ca. 94114  

Dear Editor: 
In the interests of economy and 

aesthetics, your readers may be inter-
ested in a few variations Merl Wheeler 
and I tried on the logistics of climbing 
Orizaba (Citlaltepetl) from the 
Tlachichuca side. After driving to 
Hidalgo (the second town beyond 
Tlachichuca going toward the moun-
tain) we hired a 4-wheel truck in 
Hidalgo for a one-way trip to the stone 
mountain hut for 150 pesos. 

After being driven up in the morn-
ing, we proceeded to about 16,000 feet 
and made camp. The next morning we 
climbed the peak, reaching the summit 
about noon, and then descended to the 
hut by about 3:30. Striking off 
cross-country towards Hidalgo, we 
passed through a succession of weird 
rocky landscapes, high pine forests, 
grassy meadows, and finally the 
potato fields the Indians cultivate on 
the steep slopes. The waning sun 
smiled through the trees, people 
waved from their fields, and we 
thought it a perfect way to come down 
from a good climb—far preferable to 
jouncing back to reality in a truck! 

Barbara L. Coon 
Tucson, Arizona 85712 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, moun-
taineering, deserts, history of California 
and the West — plus many other special-
ities. New, used and rare. Libraries pur-
chased. Monday-Saturday 9 to 5:30. 

535 North Larchmont Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90004 

Phone 469-2186 
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scree 
from page one 

WOMEN' EXPEDITION TO CENTRAL 
HIMALAYA 

The Indo-New Zealand Himalayan Expedition, 
comprising five New Zealand and five Indian 
women, has secured permission to attempt two 
uncliMbed peaks in the Kumaon region of the 
Central Himalaya, in India. Team members are 
Margaret Clark and Shashi Kanta (joint leaders), 
Faye Kerr, Jill Tremain, Beverly Price, Vicki 
Thompson (New Zealanders) and Dr. Meena 
Agrawal, Swapna Mitra, Nandini Pandya, Sreela 
Kundu (India). 

The expedition's objectives are Hardeol, 23,460 
feet and an unnamed peak of 22,940 feet. Each has 
been attempted once by Indian expeditions, but 
because they lie within a Restricted Area 
(bordering Tibet), no non-Indians have been per-
mitted in the region for over 20 years. Detailed ac-
counts and photographs of Indian expeditions to 
the area are not available, as most of the climbing 
in these regions has been by Army or Mountain 
Police expeditions. Their results seem to be 
regarded as classified information! However, the 
only photo (culled from a 1936 geology book), 
indicates that Hardeol, at least, may be a formid-
able proposition. It appears to be a junior version 
of Nanda Devi East—the only feasible route seems 
to be a steep predominantly rocky ridge running 
northward from a snow saddle on the main divide 
ridge. Both peaks lie on this ridge, running north 
from Nanda Devi East and about ten miles from 
it. 

The joint expedition is scheduled to be in the 
mountains from mid-April to mid-June this year, 
after which the New Zealand women plan to stay 
in the area another month to explore and climb on 
the untravelled glaciers and peaks lying to the east 
of the main (Goriganga) valley. They hope to trek 
out over Traill's Pass for a closer look at the back 
door to Nanda Devi, if the monsoon allows. 

The Indian Mountaineering Foundation have 
secured the permission for the expedition to enter 
this area, and are sponsoring the Indian members. 
The New Zealand members have received small  

grants from the New Zealand Alpine Club and the 
Mount Everest Foundation, but are putting up the 
main part of the money themselves. 

CORDILLERA BLANCA NATIONAL PARK 
Peru is planning to set aside the beautiful 

Cordillera Blanca (180 miles east of Lima), as a 
National Park. They believe that tourism will help 
with the project and ask anyone interested to write 
for maps, photographs, information on transpor-
tation, food, lodging, laws, etc. Address Michael J. 
Rourke, Coordinator of Mountaineering, Oficiana 
del Parque National Huascaran, Huaraz, Ancash, 
Peru. 

—Mugelnoos 

DOG TEAMS 
Many persons are using dog teams this spring 

for transportation of supplies for expeditions on 
Mt. McKinley. Rumor has it that one expedition 
plans to use dogs to 11,000 feet, but most com-
monly dogs are used to transport equipment from 
Wonder Lake to McGonagall Pass. Expedition 
climbers who lack their own dog teams or the 
expertise to handle one can now acquire the 
services of experienced wilderness freighters. Dog 
team support is also available for Mt. Deborah. 
Persons interested in this service should contact 
Denali Dog Tours and Wilderness Freighters, Box 
1, McKinley Park, Alaska 99755 well in advance. 

—Descent 

MOUNTAIN SEARCH AND RESCUE 
TECHNIQUES 

The book, "Mountain Search and Rescue Tech-
niques," published by the Rocky Mountain Rescue 
Group and reviewed in the February issue of 
"Summit" is available for $4.00 postpaid. Ad-
dress: Rocky Mountain Rescue Group, P.O. Box 
Y, Boulder, Colorado 80302. 
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S CREE.... 

BIKEPACKER 
With backpacking and cycling reaching new 

heights in popularity, a need for a suitable way to 

Xerox University Microfilms 
300 North Zeeb Road 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 

PLEASE WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

The 11th essential 
for safe outdooring 

OUNTAINEERING YUKON! 
A course in basic mountaineering and 
glacier travel, in cooperation with the 

ARCTIC INSTITUTE OF NORTH AMERICA 
Summer '74 • 

Also guided expeditions, Skiing and 
Climbing throughout the Territory 

N ROCK AND ICE • Jurg Hofer • Box 4623 • Whitehorse Yukon 

MOUNTAINEERING FIRST AID: A guide to accident 
response and first aid care; dealing with and preventing 
remote-area accidents; providing immediate, temporary 
care for common injuries, emergencies; rescue prepara-
tions. 96 pp, paperbound. $1.95 (plus 16(C shipping). 

MEDICINE FOR MOUNTAINEERING. Handbook for 
treating illnesses, accidents in remote areas where a 
doctor is many days away. Compiled by climber-
physicians experienced in expeditionary medical 
problems. 350 pp, hardbound. $7.50 (plus 244 shipping). 

Wash, residents add 5.3% tax 

THE MOUNTAINEERS 
719 Pike St., Seattle WA 98101 
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carry the backpack on a bicycle developed. Martin 
Balding has invented the "Bikepacker," a stain-
less steel frame with nylon support webs that at-
taches to the bicycle and will carry any conven-
tional type backpack. It is currently available from 
him for $15. Address: The Bikepacker, P.O. Box 
153, Alta Loma, Calif. 91701. 

1974 EAST AFRICAN EXPEDITION 
July 13- August 3 

Choice of activities. Hike and climb in Mt. Kenya National Park; 
ascend Kilimanjaro; enjoy adventurous sightseeing in Kenya, 
Tanzania and Uganda. Inquire: 

Iowa Mountaineers, P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 



en etimoing  erountains 
By Hsu Hsia-k'o [1586-1641] 
translated by William M. Bueler 

To climb the mountains, we need no trail, 
Neither wild hazel nor any thicket 
Can halt us. 
To cross a stream we need no fording place, 
The rushing rapids, the evil current, 
None can stop us. 
A steep, dangerous mountain is before us, 
We bound upward, resting only at the summit. 
We find a cave;* 
Agile as a gibbon we explore the depths, 
With the stealth of a snake probing 
Its every branch. 

If you meet an impasse while climbing, don't become anxious; 
If you take the wrong path, so what? 
To sleep, lie down among the trees and rocks; 
Hungry? Then eat the fruits of the forest. 
You cannot escape the wind and the rain, so accept them; 
There's no need to fear tigers and wolves; they won't bother you. 
Don't measure the distance or calculate the time. 
If you cannot find a companion, then go alone. 

The body roams the mountains; 
And the spirit is set free. 

*Hsu's interest in caves can be traced to his travels in the karst region of 
Kweichow and adjoining provinces. Here, among the sharp, weirdly-shaped 
peaks so familiar in Chinese landscape paintings, are also to be found many 
caves. 

Hsu Hsia-k'o, 1586-1641, was probably the most impor-
tant early explorer of China's mountains. Between 1609 
and 1633 he climbed almost all of the sacred mountains of 
eastern China, but his understanding achievement was a 
four-year journey [1636-1640], begun at age 50, to western 
Yunnan province. He was the first to describe accurately 
some of the most rugged terrain on earth: the upper 
canyons of the Salween, Mekong and Yangtze rivers. 

Hsu wrote a meticulous diary—probably the most de-
tailed of any Chinese explorer until modern times—and 
his reports were of much help to the first Western-
trained Chinese geologists to visit Yunnan in the early  

20th century. Unlike most Chinese explorers, Hsu had no 
official backing. Being from a family of means, he enjoyed 
a certain financial independence, but this was of little help 
during much of his Yunnan journey—he was robbed 
repeatedly in the mountains, and he was only able to con-
tinue with the aid of local scholar-officials who befriended 
him. 

Although Hsu is remembered more for his careful geo-
graphic and scientific reports than for his scenic descrip-
tions or mountain poetry, it is clear that what really kept 
him going was, as a Chinese biographer has written, "his 
passionate love of mountain scenery." 
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SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine 

P.O. BOX 1889, BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIF. 92315 

Please send SUMMIT for the term indicated to: 
0 NEW DRENEWAL 

NAME 1 Year 0 $ 7 

STREET  2 Years o $10 

CITY  3 Years 0 $13 

STATE ZIP  5 Years 0 $20 

0 MONEY ENCLOSED 0 BILL ME LATER 

ODDS & ENDS 
RATE: 20¢/WORD-PAYABLE IN ADVANCE 

MOUNTAINEERING SCHOOLS 

Palisade School of Mountaineering 
continues its second decade in the tra-
dition of Larry Williams and Don Jen-
sen providing excellence in general 
mountaineering instruction in one of 
the most superb climbing areas of the 
world. Smoke Blanchard, Director. 
Inquire PSOM, 387 Willow St., Bishop, 
Ca. 93514 or Mountain Travel, 1398 
Solano Ave., Albany, Ca. 94706. 
In High Places with Dougal Haston at 
the International School of Mountain-
eering. Join us at the Chalet Vagabond 
and climb the mountains of the Euro-
pean Alps. Details ISM Chalet Vaga-
bond, 1854 Leysin 1 Vd., Switzerland. 

Experience the Alpine World. Dis-
cover yourself in the Colorado Rock-
ies. Intensive six-day Mountaineering 
Seminars during June, July, August, 
and September. Group and technical 
equipment provided. Brochur9: Colo-
rado Mountain School, Dept. D4, 321 
Lincoln, Loveland, Colorado 80537. 

BOOKS AND JOURNALS 

Books on mountaineering, backpacking 
whitewater and more. From active 
people who care what they sell. Price 
list free. Doug and Linda Rhodes, 
Speleobooks, P.O. Box 12334, Al-
buquerque, New Mexico 87105. 

ASCENT Mountaineering Journal 
1973 is still available for $3.50. Price 
will increase to $5.00 with the 1974 
issue in July. Other back issues no 
longer available. Add 250 postage. Add 
sales tax for NJ and Calif. - 180; Calif. 
Bart area - 190; NY State - 140; NY 
City - 250. Order from Sierra Club 
Book Dept., P.O. Box 7959 Rincon An-
nex, San Francisco, CA 94120. 

Books - mountaineering, backpacking, 
survival, edible plants, and more. Free 
catalog. Wilderness Books, P.O. Box 
1042, Canoga Park, California 91304. 

Nordic World, the cross-country 
skiers' magazine. Exciting eight-page 
article called "An Arctic Adventure" 
in 48-page March issue. Bi-monthly, 
$4.00 per year. Box 366, Mountain 
View, Ca. 94040. 

Bike World, top magazine in its 
field. Write for a sample copy today 
and see why. Box 366, Mountain View, 
Ca. 94040. 

Down River. Do you get turned on 
by rafting, canoeing, or kayaking? We 
do. Don't miss our new magazine. 
Bi-monthly, $4.00 per year. Box 366, 
Mountain View, Ca. 94040. 

The Eastern Trade is a Shawangunk 
newsletter devoted to the real issues 
of our time. All ten back issues avail-
able for $2.50. Send to John Stannard, 
13003 Daley St., Silver Spring, Mary-
land 20906. 

For Sale: 150 different Summit is-
sues to local buyer, $50. Hayes, 10305 
Kimbark, Whittier, Ca. 90601. 

Complete sets of 1973 Summit is-
sues, unbound. $7 postpaid. Send 
check or money order to Summit, P.O. 
Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, Ca. 92315. 

WILDERNESS TRIPS 

Guided Backpacking Expeditions 
from small family ranch into wilder-
ness of Western Wyoming. Explore 
spectacular backcountry of Gros Ven-
tre, Wind River and Teton mountains. 
Small groups only. Also horsepacking, 
camera hunts, fishing. Brochure. Game 
Hill Ranch, Bondurant, Wyoming 
82922. 

Alaska-20,320-foot Mt. McKinley 
Expeditions 1974! Taking applications 
now for climbs to North America's 
highest peak. We offer cross-country 
ski tours and expeditions, treks and 
climbs for individuals and groups—
anywhere, anytime! Write: Genet Ex-
peditions, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. 
Phone: (907) 733-2198 (to leave mes-
sage). 

Wildwater Canyaking on California's 
Kings and lower Colorado rivers. Bro-
chure: WEI, Dept. S, 1127 Rock 
Springs 'Hollow, Escondido, Ca. 92026. 
Alaskan Wilderness - Camp Denali 
Tundra Trek Backpacking Expedi-
tions. Explore back country of Mt. Mc-
Kinley National Park on guided trip. 
Up-grade your wilderness skills, physi-
cal fitness, and ecological awareness. 
Write: Camp Denali, Box D, College, 
Alaska 99701 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Have a professional custom photo 
lab enlarge your best photos (b&w, 
color negatives or transparencies) for 
the best enlargements possible! Extra 
low prices. Write Johnson Photog-
raphy, 802 N. J, Tacoma, Wn. 98403. 

Free Catalogue Foul-weather Gear 
(Ultimate, Mariner), Hats, Windshirts. 
Factory sells direct: savings; guaran-
teed refundable: your testing invited. 
Atlantis, 366 N.E. Somerville Ave., 
Somerville, Ma. 02143, 617-628-2121. 

River supplies, rafts, fiberglass and 
inflatable Kayaks, life jackets, water-
proof bags, boxes, oars, paddles, wet 
suits, Neoprene, adhesives, etc. Send 
for free catalog to Northwest River 
Supplies, P.O. Box 3195(a), Moscow, 
Idaho (208) 882-2383. 
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11.  send for free hiking and mountaineering boot brochure: 

DEPT. A-2 —850 SUMMER ST. Fabian() Shoe Co., Ina_ SOUTH BOSTON, MASS. 02127 

introciucinc) 
the T.R.C. #37 

Made especially for technical rock climbing mastery 
— tested and proven at Mt. Cervino by one of Italy's 
most outstanding technical rock 
climbers and mountaineers. 

Designed to secure you on the smallest holds — 
better friction on slabs. This boot cannot be used for 
hiking. Send for free brochure with many other styles 
of hiking and mountaineering boots. 

DEMAND THE GENUINE FABIANO LABEL 
you cannot buy a better boot 

for the same money! 

THE T.R.C. # 37 Makes the most of your tech-
nique and mastery of technical rock climbing. One 
piece chrome tanned uppers with non-stretch leather 
lining. 

SIZES.  
N.M.L 

4-14 

THE ORIGINATOR OF 
THE ONE-PIECE 

SEAMLESS UPPER WITH 
LACING TO THE TOE. 

Style # 37 



Photo by Tony Smythe. 
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Bangahal shepherds—note beautiful hookah. See article "Wangyal's Peak" page 16. 


